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(57) An information recording medium includes a

lead-in area and a data recording area. Key information

is recorded in the lead-in area. Scrambled data is

recorded in the data recording area. The scrambled

data is descrambled based on the key information.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

EP 0 802 535 A1

The present invention relates to an information recording medium for recording information signal containing pro-

:

gram data, audio information and video information, an information reproducing device for reproducing the information
recorded in the information recording medium and a method for reproducing the information.

BACKGROUND ART
10

A floppy disk and a CD-ROM (Compact Disk-Read Only Memory) are conventionally known as an information!
recording medium for program data, audio information and video information. In particular, the CD-ROM is widely used
for the distribution of various softwares because of its large capacity of more than 600 MB and low production cost.

On the other hand, the promotion of high speed of a personal computer in recent years has increased the demand
is for outputting video and audio data (hereinafter, referred to as AV data) on the personal computer. For example, a digital

data file where data is compressed by video image compression system called MPEG 1 (Moving Picture Experts
Group) is recorded on CD-ROM, and an application for distributing such a CD-ROM has been increasingly available.

. However, since the MPEG 1 system generally compresses video data which requires a large capacity at a high com-
pression ratio, quality of video images is significantly degraded. Therefore, the MPEG 1 is unsuitable for use where high

20 quality in video images is required, such as movies or the like.

In recent years, development for recording high quality video data on an optical disk having a large capacity close
to 5 GB, using a higher performance video image compression system called MPEG 2 system has been pursued. Cap-
italizing on the large capacity, the optical disk called DVD (Digital Video Disk) can record high quality digital AV data for
two hours or more, and thus greatly expected as an AV data recording medium of the next generation. On the other
hand, the DVD is expected to allow for reproduction of high quality AV data on a personal computer by a DVD drive for
reproducing DVD in connection to the personal computer. In addition, the DVD is expected as an information recording
medium substituting for the CD-ROM as a medium for distributing calculator software.

However, when the DVD drive as a peripheral device of the personal computer is commercially available, digital
data recorded in the DVD is output to the personal computer, and easily copied on a rewriting type medium such as a
hard disk and an MO (Magneto-Optical Disk). Easy copying of the digital AV data causes problems such as illegal cop-
ying of the AV data recorded in the DVD without the permission of the copyright holder and distribution of altered AV
data. This makes it extremely difficult to protect the copyright. This brings about a disadvantage not only to the copyright
holder of the data, but also possibly to users in the case where the copyright holder sets the price in view of unauthor-
ized copies being made, or does not produce disks for fear of alteration of the data. Hereinafter, the problem described

35 above is referred to as a first problem.

On the other hand, as uses for the information recording medium where the AV data is recorded, a variety of uses
are considered. In some uses among these uses, the fact that the information recording medium can be reproduced in
any reproducing device causes a problem. In such a use, it is preferable to differentiate a reproducing device capable
of reproducing and a reproducing device incapable of reproducing. For example, for disks generally called "karaoke"
disks where video data including words corresponding to reproduced music is recorded, there exist two types of disks:
disks privately used in households (hereinafter, referred to as consumer disks) and disks used in a facility such as
where customers enjoy karaoke for a predetermined charge (hereinafter, referred to as industrial disks). Since the
industrial disks are produced under the premise that they are supplied in a large quantity to limited users, they are sup-
plied at a low price. On the other hand, consumer disks are sold at a high price due to individual sale.

However, in the case where the industrial disks and the consumer disks have entirely the same format, there is a
possibility of selling the industrial disks as the consumer disks at low price in the consumer market. This prevents the
consumer disks from being distributed in a proper price in the market, thus resulting in a disadvantage for disk manu-
facturers and users who purchase the consumer disks through the normal route. Therefor it is desirable to differenti-
ate the reproducing device capable of reproducing the consumer disks from that capable of reproducing industrial disks
in such a use. For another example, a disk having the content which causes an ethical problem may be reproduced.
The criterion which determines whether or not the disk is ethical is varied from country to country. Therefore, a disk to
be reproduced in a certain country may not be desired to be reproduced in another country. Therefore, a mechanism is
required which allows a disk which causes an ethical problem to be reproduced only in a specific country where the sale
thereof is permitted. As described above, there has been a problem that the reproducing device capable of reproduction
and the reproducing device incapable of reproduction cannot be differentiated depending on the use. Hereinafter this
problem is referred to as a second problem.

As one means for solving the two aforementioned problems, there is a method of scrambling (encrypting) data to
be recorded in the information recording disk for recording. More specifically, regarding the first problem, at the time of
a copying operation in the personal computer, data scrambled based on a key is transmitted back, and a key for
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descrambling is not transmitted back, thus preventing the copying operation (the copying operation is performed, but

since the descrambling is not effected, the copying operation makes no sense).

Furthermore, regarding the second problem, it is possible to classify a device capable of descrambling and a device

incapable ofdescrambling by producing disks which are differently scrambled depending on the contents of the disks.

Thus, the scrambling (encrypting) of the recorded data is effective on the two aforementioned problems. However,

another problem is a method for descrambling data or how to specify a key for descrambling data.

As a first conventional example for encrypting in a data field, a system of recording an encrypting key in a main data

field of a sector different from an encrypted data sector was proposed in a CD-ROM in Figure 3 of Japanese ^o-Open

Patent Publication No. 7-249264. In thjs conventional example, data reproduction is realized by recording encrypted

data and an encrypting key thereof in the CD-ROM at the time of recording, and decrypting the encrypted data after

executing a reading command of the encrypting key from a personal computer to a reproducing device at the time of

reproducing. This method has an advantage in that the encrypting key can be easily changed.

Furthermore as a second conventional example, as shown in Figure 3 of Japanese Laid Open Patent Publication

No 7-85574 a system of recording an encrypting key in an area in a disk which the optical head of the reproducing

device does not scan was proposed. In this conventional example, since the encrypting key is prevented from be.ng

read from a general personal computer, the encrypting key is not copied in a copying operation, and thus an illegal cop-

ying operation makes no sense.
i

However since the encrypting key of the first conventional example is recorded in the main data field of the sector,

it is possible to easily read the encrypting key used at the time of recording the disk from a general personal computer.

. 20 Therefore, since users can read the encrypting key and the encrypted data, it is highly possible to decrypt the encrypt-

'"9
"

Furthermore in the second conventional example, the encrypting key is recorded in the area which the optical head

of the reproducing device does not scan. In order to read the encrypting key. therefore, reading means dedicated to

reading the encrypting key is required, in addition to reading means for reading data from the data recorded area, thus

25 cau^a Pr
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/Jvert!on ^ Qbjective Qf providing an information recording.medium having a data structure which

ensures the prevention of the content recorded in the information recording medium from being illegally copied so as to

realize secured copyright protection, an information reproducing device capable of reproducing data from the informa-

tion recording medium without providing a special data reading means, and solving the first and second problems, and

30 a method for reproducing information. i

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

An information recording medium according to the present invention includes a lead-in area and a data recording

35 area. Key information is recorded in the lead-in area. Scrambled data is recorded in the data recording area. The scram-

bled data is descrambled based on the key information.

According to another aspect of the invention, an information recording medium mcludes a lead-in area and a data

recording area. F.rst key information is recorded in the lead-in area. Second key information and scrambled data are

recorded in the data recording area. The scrambled data is descrambled based on information obtained by converting

40 the second key information based on the first key information.

In one embodiment of the invention, the data recording area is divided into a plurality of sectors. Each of the plural-

ity of sectors includes a sector header field where information for identifying the sector is recorded and a main data field

where the scrambled data is recorded. The second key information is recorded in the sector header field.

In another embodiment of the invention, the second key information is encrypted by the first key m1ormat.on, and

45 the information is obtained by decrypting the encrypted second key information.

In still another embodiment of the invention, the first key information is encrypted by master key information.

In yet another embodiment of the invention, a plurality of first key information is recorded in the lead-.n area, and

the plurality of first key information are encrypted by a plurality of different master key information.

In another embodiment of the invention, a scramble flag for indicating whether or not data recorded in the data

so recording area is scrambled is further recorded in the information recording medium. _ .
,

In still another embodiment of the invention, the data recording area is divided into a plurality of sectorsJEach of

the plurality of sectors includes a sector header field where information for identifying the sector is recorded and a main

data field where the scrambled data is recorded. The scramble flag is recorded in the sector header field

In yet another embodiment of the invention, the data recording area includes an area where a plurality of files are

55 recorded and afile management area where information for managing the plurality of files is recorded, and the scramble

flag is recorded in the file management area.
. rfum*;^»:„r.

In another embodiment of the invention, mutual authentication key information for performing mutual authent.cat.on

between a reading device for reading the scrambled data and a decoding device including a descramble c.rcu.t for

descrambling the scrambled data is further recorded in the lead-in area. ,
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In still another embodiment of the invention, the information is an initial value for generating a random number
sequence, and the scrambled data is descrambled by performing a logical operation to the random number sequence.

In yet another embodiment of the invention, the data recording area is divided into a plurality of sectors. Each of the

plurality of sectors includes a sector header field where information for identifying the sector is recorded and a main
5 data field where the scrambled data is recorded. Information for identifying use of the information recording medium is

recorded in the sector header field.

According to another aspect of the invention, an information reproducing device includes a reading circuit for read-

ing scrambled data and key information to be used for descrambling the scrambled data from an information recording

medium; and an authentication circuit for authenticating to transmit information corresponding to the key information to

10 the decoding device before transmitting the scrambled data to the decoding device including a descramble circuit for

descrambling the scrambled data.

In one embodiment of the invention, the information recording medium includes a lead-in area and a data recording
area. Key information includes first key information recorded in the lead-in area and second key information recorded
in the data recording area. 1

is According to another aspect of the invention, an information reproducing device includes an authentication circuit

for authenticating to receive information corresponding to key information from a reading device before receiving scram-
bled data from the reading device for reading the scrambled data and the key information to be used for descrambling

• the scrambled data from an information recording medium; and a descramble circuit for descrambling the scrarrbled

data received from the reading device.

20 In one embodiment of the invention, the information recording medium includes a lead-in area and a data recording

area. The key information includes first key information recorded in the lead-in area and second key information

recorded in the data recording area.

In another embodiment of the invention, the descramble circuit descrambles the scrambled data based on informa-

tion obtained by converting the second key information based on the first key information.

25 According to another aspect of the invention, an information reproducing device includes a reading circuit for read-

ing scrambled data and key information to be used for descrambling the scrambled data from an information recording

medium; a decoding section including a descramble circuit for descrambling the scrambled data; and an authentication

circuit for authenticating to transmit information corresponding to the key information to the decoding section before

transmitting the scrambled data to the decoding section.

30 In one embodiment of the invention, the information recording medium includes a lead-in area and a data recording

area. The key information includes first key information recorded in the lead-in area and second key information

recorded in the data recording area.

In another embodiment of the invention, the descramble circuit descrambles the scrambled data based on informa-

tion obtained by converting the second key information based on the first key information.

35 In still another embodiment of the invention, a scramble flag for indicating whether or not data recorded in the data
recording area is scrambled is further recorded in the information recording medium. The information reproducing
device further includes a control circuit for controlling whether or not the authentication circuit is to be activated depend-
ing on the scramble flag.

In yet another embodiment of the invention, authentication by the authentication circuit is performed by using apre-
40 determined function.

In another embodiment of the invention, authentication by the authentication circuit is performed by using informa-

tion changing over time. !

In still another embodiment of the invention, the authentication circuit generates bus key information in the case
where authentication processing is normally ended, and encrypts the first key information and the second key informa-

45 tion using the bus key information. !

In yet another embodiment of the invention, the authentication circuit decrypts the encrypted first key information

and the encrypted second key information encrypted using the bus key information.

According to another aspect of the invention, an information reproduction method for reproducing scrambled data
using a reading device for reading scrambled data and the key information to be used for descrambling the scrambled

so data from an information recording medium and a decoding device including a descramble circuit for descrambling the
scrambled data includes the steps of performing mutual authentication processing between the reading device and the

decoding device; generating bus key information common to the reading device and the decoding device in the case
where the mutual authentication processing is normally ended between the reading device and the decoding device;

encrypting the key information in accordance with the bus key information; and transmitting the encrypted key infprma-

55 tion from the reading device to the decoding device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a view showing a data structure of an information recording medium according to the present invention.
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Portions (a) and (b) of Figure 2 are views showing the structure of scramble information recorded in a lead-in area

of the information recording medium shown in Figure 1 i ^nrvriinn tn ihe oresent

Figure 3 is a view showing another data structure of an informat.on record.ng med.um accord.ng to the present

5 ^Cre 4 is a block diagram showing a structure of an information reproducing device according to Ihe present

^Cre 5 b a block diagram showing another structure of an information reproducing device according to the

^FSurlTfa block diagram showing still another structure of an information reproducing device according to the

W
^Su^a'b.ock diagram showing yet another structure of an information|reproducing device according to the

PteSTQ!Z
e

8 tea block diagram showing another structure of an information reproducing device according to the

P^"1 '^n*°n
to (

.
f Rgure 9 are wews showing an exemplary scrarrtole-processing method.

PortloS Si to « <S Figure 1 0 are views showing a data structure of an information recording med.um according to

1,16

pSSJSSw of Figure 11 are views showing a data structure of a directory recording in a vo.ume-fi.e manage-

. so ""^Portion (d) of Figure 11 is a view showing a data structure of a scramble information sector.

Portion (e) of Figure 11 is a view showing a data structure of a scrambled sector.

• Portion (f) of Figure 1 1 is a view showing a data structure of a non-scramble information sector.

Portions faHo (c) of Fiqure 12 are views showing an exemplary scramble system.

PortionsS to fc} of Figure 13 are views showing a data structure of a directory recording m a vo.ume-f..e manage-

25 men
porfion (d) of Figure 13 is a view showing a data structure of a scramble information sector.

Portion (e) of Figure 13 is a view showing a data structure of a scrambled sector.

D^rtinn in nf pi™ ire 13 is a view showing a data structure of a non-scrambled sector.

Rgri4isabS
30

"jrelSisablockdiagram^
d6ViC

Rgu?e 16 is a block diagramshowing a structure of an AV decoder card 507included in the information reproducing

35 Rgu?e 17 is a block diagram showing a structure of an information reproducing device 800 according to the present

inVe

Rgu
n

re 18 is a block diagram showing a structure of an SCSI control circuit incorporated AV decoder card 801

inC

'Ce^T^ZT^Z~e of an InfoCon reproducing device (optica, disk p,ayer) 1000

40 according to the present invention.
m

1 308
Figure 24 is a block diagram showing a structure of a decoder authentication circuit 601

.

Figure 25 is a block diagram showing a structure of a drive authentication c.rcu.1.701\

Figure 26 is a flow chart illustrating mutual authentication process.ng between the optical disk drive 509 and the av

so decoder card 507 or the SCSI control circuit incorporated AV decoder card 80J

.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION
j

Hereinafter, the present invention will be described by way of embodiments with reference to the accompanying

55 drawings. '

(First Embodiment)

Figure 1 shows a data structure of an information recording medium according to the present invention. Hereinaf-

5
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ter, a disk will be described as an example of the information recording medium. However, the information recording

medium of the present invention is not limited to the disk, but any information recording mediums.

Generally, information recording areas where some information is recorded on a disk are roughly classified into a
lead-in area where control information is mainly recorded and a data recording area where user data is recorded. In

s addition, the data recording area is generally partitioned into a unit referred to as a sector. Herein, a disk reproducing

device can directly access the lead-in area, but devices other than the disk reproducing device (e.g., a personal com-
puter) cannot access the lead-in area.

Each sector includes a header field where a sector ID (Identifier) for identifying the sector or the like is recorded, a
user data field where user data is recorded, and an ECC (Error Correction Code) field where a code for correcting rea-

10 dout errors at the time of reproduction is recorded. In this embodiment the user data recorded in the user data field in

the sector is subjected to scramble-processing. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the scramble-processing method
which is performed with respect to the user data in order for the information reproducing device to correctly reproduce
the user data from the disk shown in Figure 1

.

In a predetermined location in the lead-in area of the disk in Figure 1, information which determines a scramble-
rs processing method which is performed with respect to the user data (hereinafter, referred to as "scramble information"

in this specification) is recorded. The information reproducing device reads the area where the scramble information is

recorded, interprets the scramble information and performs descramble-processing in accordance with the scramble
4 information with respect to the user data. Thus, it is possible to correctly reproduce the user data.

Hereinafter, an example of a scramble-processing method which is generally known will be described with refer-

20 ence to Figure 9.

Portion (a) of Figure 9 shows that one sector consists of a sector ID field, a user data field of 2048 bytes and an
ECC field. A data byte sequence D0 ,

D1( • • • and D2047 is recorded in the user data field. The data byte sequence D0 ,

D1( • • • and D2047 is obtained by a logical operation of a data byte sequence D*0 ,
D*1( • • • and D'2047 to be recorded

(before scramble-processing) and a random number sequence S0> S1( • • • and 82047- For example, the logical oper-
25 ation can be an exclusive logical sum. The random number sequence S0 ,

S 1(
• • • and S2047 is uniquely determined

by a supplied initial value.

In order to obtain the random number sequence S0 .
S1 .

• • • and S2047, based on a predetermined bit string in the

sector (e.g., three bits in the predetermined location in the sector ID), a table as shown in portion (b) of Figure 9 is

referred to. For example, in the case where the three bits in the predetermined location in the sector ID are (0 t 0, 1),

30 1 0OFh is obtained as the initial value according to the table, and the random number sequence B0 ,
B1f • • • and B2047

(corresponding to S0 ,
S1p • • • and S2047) is uniquely determined.

As a method for generating the random number sequence S0 ,
S1( • • • and S2047 from the supplied initial value,

for example, a method of employing a shift register as shown in portion (c) of Figure 9 is known.

As a scramble-processing method, it is possible to employ other methods such as a method of replacing a prede-
35 termined bit in the byte sequence in the user data. The following description is made by taking the scramble-processing

method described with reference to Figure 9 as an example. ,

Figure 2 shows a structure of a scramble information recorded in a predetermined location in the lead-in area in the
disk shown in Figure 1 . »

As shown in portion (a) of Figure 2, in this example, the scramble information is an identifier for designating a table

40 for providing an initial value for a random number sequence to be used in scramble-processing. It is assumed that infor-

mation for specifying the scramble-processing method other than the table is previously defined.

For example, the content of the scramble information of (1 , 0) indicates that among four tables previously defined

as shown in portion (b) of Figure 2, table 2 is used for the scramble-processing. The information reproducing device has
a memory storing the four tables shown in portion (b) of Figure 2, and switches the table to be used for descramble-

45 processing in accordance with the scramble information. Thus, it is possible to correctly execute the descramble-
processing with respect to the user data.

Figure 3 shows another data structure of the disk according to the present invention. An initial value table is directly

recorded in the lead-in area in the disk shown in Figure 3. The user data which is subjected to scramble-processing with

the random number sequence generated by using the initial value table is recorded in the data recording area in the
so disk. Herein, it is assumed that other parameters which the scramble-processing method shown in Figure 3 has are

uniquely determined in advance.

The information reproducing device reads the initial value table recorded in the lead-in area in the disk, and inter-

prets the initial value table. Thereafter, the information reproducing device sets a descramble-processing procedure in

accordance with the initial value table, and descrambles the user data in accordance with the descramble-processing
55 procedure. Thus, it is possible to correctly reproduce the scrambled user data.

Furthermore, the disk can be reproduced by an information reproducing device which only has a specific descram-
ble-processing procedure, only in the case where the initial value table of the disk is matched with that of the information

reproducing device. It is impossible to correctly reproduce in other cases than that.

The embodiment described above has demonstrated a methpd of changing the initial value table of the random

6
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number sequence in the scramble-processing method shown in Figure 9. However the sc^,e-Pr°ce^"%
shown in Figure 9 is not necessarily used, and a totally different scramble-process.ng method can be used. Furttier-

moTin the saamble-processing method shown in Figure 9. a variety of parameters wh.ch can be chang* exis . other

than iheSal value table (e.g.. Sow to select a bit string for reference to the initial value table and a structure of a shift

. Twister for generating random numbers orthe like). Thus, it is possible to supply an identifier to each of the changeable

parameters and a combination thereof.

As described above, according to the information recording medium of the present invention, it is possible to

chanoe the scramble-processing method depending on the use and whether onnot copying IS permrtted. As a result.

Ca?reprXS (e.g.. reproduction, of an industrial disk by a consumer disk reproducing dev,ce) and .(legal coPy.ng

io can be prevented.
'

i

(Second Embodiment) !

Figure 4 shows a structure of an information reproducing device according to the present invention. The information

,5 reproducing device includes a host computer 1 and a disk reproducing device 2 for reproducing data recorded .n a d.sk

3
'

The host computer 1 includes an interface section (l/F section) 4. an AV decoder 6 for decoding video information

so astohaveaform in which the video information can be displayed, a video board 8 fors^
to a disolav device 7 a CPU 10 and an internal memory 11 such as a DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory). The

v«eS sTe CPU 10 and the internal memory 11 are interconnected via a data bus 9 The output of the video

noa* 8 is connected tothe display device (output device) 7. A hard diskdrive 12 is connected to the .nteriace section^

4^
• A disk reproducing device 2 includes an interface section 5; a data reproduction section 1 3 mclud.ng *™^an *m

for reading data from a disk 3. a signal processing circuit., a controller and the like; and a m.croprocessor 14 for control-

Imo the disk reproducing device 2.
1

.

The host computer 1 and the disk reproducing device 2 are connected via the interface sectons 4 and S^For exam-

ple the .mertacesections 4 and 5 can be connected by an existing interface such as an SCSI (Small Computer System

interlace), an ATAPI (At Attachment Packet Interface) or the like, or a specially defined interface for rts own.

The disk reproducing device 2 reads scramble information recorded in the lead-in area in the disk 3 at the time of

reset of the diskVeproducing device 2 and at the time of replacement of the disk 3. interprets the,scr .r^rrnafcon

andsets a descramble-processing procedure in accordance with the scramble information .n the data reproduction sec-

t,0n

In order to display the user data recorded in the data recording area in the disk 3 in the output de^e 7
;

the host

computer 1 issues a reproduction only command (hereinafter, referred to as a PLAY AV command) to the disk^repro-

device 2 via interface sections 4 and 5. In response to the PLAY AV command, the d.sk reproducing dev.ce 2

JansmiteTe user data which is subjected to the descramble-processing in accordance with the scramble .nformation

,0

^eTnterfaS
1

!Action 4 of the host computer 1 does not transmit the user data received from the disk reproducing

device 2 fusing the PLAY AV command to the data bus 9. but only transmits tc the AV decoder 6. Therefore, rt s

possible to record the user data obtained by using the PLAY AV command in a rewritable medium such as the hard

disk drive 12 connected to the host computer 1
.

1

jv .

The host computer 1 issues a data readout command (hereinafter, referred to as READ command) in the case

whenTit is necessary to record the user data recorded in the data recording area in the disk 3 to the hard d.sk^dr.ve 12

and tne internal memory 1 1 . In response to the READ command, the disk reproducing device 2 determines whether or

^co^ying of the disk 3 is permitted, based on previously retained scramble information. The d.sk reproducing device

2 be3es differently depending on whether or not the scramble system specified by the scramble information ,s a type

Wh
°?n

eSSL^'whe'thfdisk reproducing device 2 determines that copying of the disk 3 is permitted correct user

data which has been subjected to the descramble-processing in accordance with the scramble information read from

?he1ead-in area in the disk 3. at the time of the start-up operation of the disk reproducing dev.ce 2 is transmitted to the

hos^mputerl.Onthe other hand, inthe case wherethe disk reprcxiucing device 2 determ.nes that thecop^
dik 3 is prohibited, erroneous user data which has been subjected to descramble-processing inconsistent with the

scramble information is transmitted to the host computer 1 . Alternatively, h is possible to prevent the disk reproducing

Seesfl transmitting back correct data to the host computer 1 by conducting an error processing or the l.ke. Thus.

i,,e9a

Tn?re
y
are?£m%Z£L for obtaining information whether or not copying of the disk 3 is permitted (herein-

after referred to as copy permission information). For example, in the case where the copy permission information .s

ratadI predetermined area in the disk 3. the disk reproducing device 2 can read the copy perm.ss.on .nformation

from the predetermined area in the disk 3. Alternately, in the case where the scramble-processmg systeir"sorted

depending on the copy permission information, the copy permission information can be specrf.ed by the read scramble

30

35

40

45

50

55
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information. \

Alternatively, the copy permission information can be represented by a part of the scramble information. For exam-
ple, in the case where the scramble information consists of a plurality of bits, it is possible to allow one bit of the plurality

of bits to represent the copy permission information. Thus, the scramble information can be used in order to definitively

differentiate the scramble system for data which is permitted to be copied from the scramble system for data which is

prohibited from being copied. Therefore, by reading the scramble information from the disk 3, it is possible to determine
whether or not copying is permitted. In the following description, copy permission information is represented by a part
of the scramble information.

Figure 5 shows another structure of an information reproducing device according to the present invention. In the
information reproducing device in Figure 5, the AV decoder 6 and the interface section 4 which are independent from
each other in the host computer 1 in Figure 4 are integrated. The structure of other components is the same as that of

the information reproducing device in Figure 4.

When a PLAY AV command is issued from the host computer 1 , the user data having been subjected to the
descramble-processing in accordance with the scramble information is transmitted from the disk reproducing device 2
to the host computer 1 . The user data is AV-decoded by the AV decoder 6, and then directly input to the video board 8.

Other operations are the same as those in the information reproducing device in the embodiment described with refer-

ence to Figure 4. i

Figure 6 shows another structure of the information reproducing device according to the present invention. The
information reproducing device in Figure 6 includes an interlace section 4b integrated with an AV decoder 6 and an
interface section 4a which is independent of the interface section 4b. The structure of other components is the same as
that of the information reproducing device in Figure 5.

A PLAY AV command is only issued from the interface section 4b in the AV decoder 6. On the other hand, a READ
command is issued from the interface section 4a independent of the interface section 4b. Since the other operations
are the same as those in the information reproducing device in the embodiment described with reference to Figure 4,
the explanation will be omitted.

Figure 7 shows another structure of the information reproducing device according to the present invention. In the
information reproducing device in Figure 7, an AV decoder 6 for converting the form of data to a form in which the data
can be displayed is incorporated into the disk reproducing device 2. Therefore, it is not necessary to connect the disk
reproducing device 2 to the host computer 1

.

Hereinafter, the operation of the information reproducing device of this structure will be described. In the disk repro-
ducing device 2 in Figure 7, a microprocessor 14 reads scramble information from the disk shown in Figure 1 , interprets

the scramble information and performs descramble-processing to the user data in accordance with the scramble infor-

mation. The user data having been subjected the descramble-processing is supplied to the AV decoder 6. The user
data is AV-decoded by the AV decoder 6, and outputs to the output device 7. Thus, it is possible to reproduce the user
data recorded in the disk 3.

However, in the case where scramble information, which is not preferable to be reproduced by the disk reproducing
device 2, is recorded on the disk 3, it is possible for the disk reproducing device 2 not to perform correct reproduction.
For example, it is assumed that the disk 3 is an industrial disk for use in Karaoke. In this case, in the case where the
disk 3 is mounted on a consumer disk reproducing device, it is possible to prevent the consumer disk reproducing
device from performing reproduction of the data recorded in the disk 3. This is because the consumer disk reproducing
device can determine from the scramble information recorded in the disk 3 whether or not the scramble-processing
method is used for the consumer disk. Thus, by restricting the scramble-processing method which can be used,
depending on the use of the disk 3, it is possible for the disk reproducing device 2 to determine whether or not the data
recorded in the disk 3 should be reproduced, based on the scramble information.

Furthermore, for a disk reproducing device which can perform only a specific descramble-processing, by producing
a disk where data is scrambled by a scramble method not corresponding to the descramble-processing is recorded, it

is possible to prevent the disk reproducing device from reproducing data recorded in the disk.

Figure 8 shows a structure of an information reproducing device according to the present invention. The information
reproducing device includes a host computer 1 and a disk reproducing device 1 1 . The»host computer 1 is not shown in

Figure 8. The structure of the host computer 1 is the same as those of the host computers 1 in Figures 4 to 6.

The disk reproducing device 1 1 includes an interface section (IF section) 5. a data reproduction section 13 for read-
ing data recorded in the disk 3, a microprocessor 14 for controlling the disk reproducing device 11 . a descramble circuit

section 1 5, a demodulation and error correction section 1 6, a ROM (Read Only Memory) 17 for storing a program which
is to be executed by the microprocessor 14 or the like, and a data processing RAM (Random Access Memory) 20. The
interface section 5, the data reproduction section 13, the microprocessor 14, the descramble circuit section 15, the
demodulation and error correction section 16 and the data processing RAM 20 are interconnected via an internal data
bus 19. The descramble circuit section 15 includes an initial value table storing memory 18.

The microprocessor 14 reads the scramble information from the disk 3 at the time of introduction of the power or
the replacement of the disk 3, and interprets the scramble information.

8
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In the case where the disk 3 has the data structure shown in Figure 2, the microprocessor 14 selecte one «*al

value tabte from a plurality of initial value tables previously stored in the ROM 17 in accordance withtta^tj
2 anit inforllation The microprocessor 14 allows a selected initial value table to be stored in the infrn value table

S^m^ circuit section 15. The initia. value table storing memory 18 can be for examp

£

TSZ /Svely. in the case where the initial value table storing memory 18 is a ROM. a plurality of .n,t.al value

tables can be previously stored in the ROM.

When the host computer 1 issues a PLAY AV command, the PLAY AV command is input to the m.croprocessor 14

viaEZXSSSSZ the disk reproducing device 2. In response to the PLAY AV

14 instructs the descramble circuit section 1 5 so as to perform descramble-processmg «Mth^^^^^
user data The descramble circuit section 1 5 performs the descramble-processing in accordance with the in.t.al value

mSn^neSm table storing memory 1 8. The data having been subjected to the descrarnble-process.ng

1 -a the interface section 5. Thus, the data recorded in the disk 3 can be repro-

dUC
On the other hand, when the host computer 1 issues a READ command, the READ command is input to the micro-

oocasM 14 vto the interface section 5 in the disk reproducing device 11 .
At this time, the m.croprocessor 14 deter-

mlrTeXm^
In tne case where the microprocessor determines that copying is proh.b.ted. an in.tial value table ditterenurom

the microprocessor 14 can transmit back an error to the host computer 1 wrthout setting the .rate ^a'ue the

circurt section 1 5 Thus it is possible to prevent data recorded in the disk 3 from be.ng reproduced.

"^£t^^c£^ *l microprocessor 14 determines from the scramble information that,copying is

den^iS aXn the case where the disk 3 has the data structure shown in Figure 3. the ^processor 4 reads an

MMM £ble ISn fte lead-in area in the disk 3. and allows the initial value table to be stored ,n the initial value table

iSSl^^^Z^LmntM circuit section 15. The initia. value tab.e storing memory 18 is rewrteble memory

tTar™Z) The description of other processings is omitted because they are the same as those m the case where

^tTsSbSETSn^tT!^ reproducing device of the present invention it is possible to

changeI^^SSilUm^n^ depending on the scrarnble information recorded in theJ^J-^S
ing medium. Thus, it is possible to correctly reproduce data scrambled by a plurality of kinds of different scramble

'TuSrmo^o.ding to the information reproducing device of the present invention, it isP°^"^£»
vJheror not to reproduce the data recorded in the information recording medium''J^^^SS^^
mation recorded in the information recording medium. As a result, illegal copying can be prevented, and thus the cop

yright of the data recorded in the information recording medium can be protected.

(Third Embodiment)

Portion (a) of Fioure 10 shows a data structure of an information recording medium according to the present inven-

tion^SiSSS^JL where some data is recorded on the information recording medium includes a lead-

areT a dX^ora^areai and a lead-out area. In the lead-in area, information necessary for the information rapro-

^SSSSZS reprice the information recording medium is recorded. In the data recording area, primarily, data

such as program data useful for the user and AV data is recorded.

Portion (b) of Figure 10 shows a data structure of a control data area recorded in the le^ n
t

a,ea
J

h
n
e^°^

area inldJL a physical information sector and a scramb.e information sector. In the^—
ical data of the disk such as a disk diameter, a disk structure, a recording density or the ke *[e «™r*^.^™
bte information sector, information on a scramble system which has been used on the data ^corded n the date

n^rdTnTari of the information recording medium or the like is recorded. The scramble '"^^n sector ^^^s referred

lo^ order for the information reproducing device to perform descramb.e-process.ng. The scramble .nformat.on sector

will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawmgs later.

omhnriimont the data
Portion (c) of Figure 10 shows a data structure of a volume-file management area. In this e

f>^
d* a

strutfuTe of ihe volume-file management area is compliant with International Standard Orgarazation (ISO) 9660. The

ISO 9660 is adopted in CD-ROM (Compact Disk-Read Only memory).

The volume-file management area includes a volume descriptor, a path table and a dired ory reco^

In the volume descriptor, the size of the volume space and information on recording location of the path table, nfor

mation on sorting location of the directory record, information on disk production date or the like are recorded. In the

oTSlSe TtaSrwS aTows paths of al'directories existing on the information recording medium to correspond o

ffr^ing^tionZZZon is recorded. In the directory record, information on an identifier of each
i

d.rector <,
r
«.

(gently a directory title or a file title), information on recording location of data, the size of the f.le. propert.es or the

like are recorded.
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Portion (d) of Figure 10 shows a further detailed data structure of the directory record. In a directory record for a
root directory, a property and an identifier of the root directory, a 'production date or the like are recorded. Furthermore,
in the directory record for the root directory (first sector), information on recording location of the directory is recorded.
In the directory record for the root directory (second sector), similar information is recorded. In addition, in a directory

5 record for file A, information on recording location of data of file A, a data length, information on the identifier for the file,

a copyright managing identifier or the like are recorded. Thus, the plurality of directories form a hierarchy. The root direc-
tory is a directory located on the top of the hierarchy. This will de described in detail with reference to the accompanying
drawings later.

In the data recording area, a file which is scrambled and a file which is not scrambled are recorded. For example,
10 scrambled files A and C are scrambled files, and non-scrambled file B is a file which is not scrambled. It is preferable

that a file storing AV data whose copyright should be protected is a scrambled file.

Portion (e) of Figure 10 shows a data structure of the scrambled file A. The file A is partitioned into a plurality of
continuous sectors starting from a sector n. Data stored in each of the plurality of sectors is subjected to scramble-
processing. Hereinafter, in this specification, the sector storing data having been subjected to the scramble-processing

is is referred to as "a scrambled sector".

Portion (f) of Figure 1 0 shows a data structure of the non-scrambled file B. The file B is partitioned into a plurality

of continuous sectors starting from a sector m. Data stored in each of the plurality of sectors is not subjected to the
scramble-processing. Hereinafter, in this specification, the sector storing data not subjected to the scramble-processing
is referred to as "a non-scrambled sector".

so Portions (a) to (c) of Figure 11 show a data structure of the directory record in the volume-file management area.
The directory record includes a directory record length, file recording location information, a file data length, a file iden-
tifier and copyright managing information.

The directory record length is information showing the size of the directory record of the file (or directory). The file

recording location information is information showing a location from which the sector having data of the file recorded
25 (heremafter referred to as an extent) starts. The file data length is information showing the number of sectors constitut-

ing the Ue The file rfentif ier is identification information for identifying the file (file title). The copyright managing infor-

mation is information regarding the copyright management of the file.

The copyright managing information includes a scramble flag field and a scramble system field. In the scramble flag
fte*d is recorded a flag for indicating whether or not data in the file has been subjected to the scramble-processing. In

30 the case where data in the file has been subjected to the scramble-processing, a flag having value 1 is recorded in the
scramble flag field. In the case where data in the file has not been subjected to the scramble-processing, a flag having
value 0 is recorded in the scramble flag field. Therefore, by referring to the scramble flag field, it can be determined
whether or not the data in the file has been subjected to the scramble-processing. In the scramble system field is

recorded an identifier for indicating a system of the scramble-processing which has been performed to the data in the
35 file. Therefore, by referring to the scramble system field, the scramble-processing which has been performed to the data

can be determined in a unit of file.

Hereinafter, referring to portions (d) to (f) of Figure 1 1 , an exemplary scramble system will be described. A scram-
ble system identifier corresponding to this scramble system is set as 1

.

Portion (d) of Figure 11 shows a data structure of a scramble information sector recorded in a control data area in

40 a lead-in area. The scramble information sector includes a sector header field and a main data field.

The sector header field of the scramble information sector includes an address field where an identifier for the infor-

mation reproducing device to identify the sector is recorded, a scramble system field where information for specifying
the scramble system performed to the information recording area (as described above, the scramble system of this
example is set as 1) is recorded, and a mutual authentication key field where a mutual authentication key for use in

45 authentication processing for determining whether or not the information reproducing device should supply data sub-
jected to copyright protection to an apparatus requiring transfer of reproduction data (hereinafter, referred to as mutual
authentication processing). The mutual authentication processing will be described in detail later.

In the main data field of the scramble information sector is recorded a table for determining a random number
sequence to be used at the time of scramble-processing from a key for scrambling. Therefore, it is not until the informa-

50 tion reproducing device uses the table recorded in the scramble information sector and the key for the scrambling that
descramble-processing can be performed. Hereinafter, the initial value for determining the random number sequence
is referred to as preset data.

Portion (e) of Figure 1 1 shows a data structure of a scrambled sector in the data recording area. The sector header
field in the scrambled sector includes an address field, a scramble flag field where a flag for identifying whether qr not

55 the scramble-processing has been performed to the main data field in the sector, a seed key field where the key used
at the time of scrambling (hereinafter, referred to as a seed key) is recorded, and a use identifying information field
where information for identifying use of the file is recorded. In the scramble flag field is recorded value 1 indicating that
scramble-processing has been performed. In the seed key field is recorded a key to be used for descramble-processing
for the main data field. Furthermore, in the use identifying information field is recorded information on the use of the

10
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recorded data such as industrial use or consumer use, and is recorded information indicating a reproduction restriction

in the case where the use of the information reproducing device is different from the use identifying information. Fur-

thermore, in the main data field is recorded data having been subjected to the scramble-processing determined by a

scramble system specified by the scramble information sector in the lead-in area and the seed key in the sector header

field in the scrambled sector. More specifically, a preset data is determined based on the value recorded in the seed key

field and referring to the table in the scramble information sector. Then, by using the random number sequence deter-

mined by the preset data, scramble/descramble-processing is possible. In the following description, the seed key is the

same for every file.

On the other hand, the sector header in the non-scr&mbled sector includes an address field and a scramble flag

field. In the scramble flag field is recorded a value 0 indicating that the scramble-processing has not been performed to

the main data field in the sector. Therefore, the information reproducing device can easily recognize that it is unneces-

sary to perform descramble-processing by detecting the value 0 in the scramble flag field.

Next, referring to Figure 12, an exemplary scramble system will be described.

Portion (a) of Figure 1 2 shows that, by performing a logical operation of data sequence Dj (j is an integer from 0 to

2047) of 8 bits and a random number sequence Sj of 8 bits generated based on a certain initial value, scrambled data

SDj is obtained. More specifically, a preset data of 15 bits determined by the scramble information sector recorded in

the lead-in area and the seed key in the sector header field in each sector is set in a shift register 301
,
and an exclusive

OR of the most significant bits r14 and r10 is put to the bit 0 while shifting to the direction of most significant bits. Thus,

the random number sequence Sj is generated. Herein, the bit in the bit location r0 is input to a logical operation block

302 for every one bit shift, and a value of 8 bits input to the logical operation block 302 for eight shifts is set as Sj. By

the logical operation (e.g.. exclusive OR or the like) of Sj obtained in this manner and recorded data of 8 bits, data SDj

after scrambling is obtained. When the size of the main data in one sector is 2048 bytes, scramble-processing in one

sector can be performed by repeating the aforementioned procedure 2048 times from SD0 to SD2047 .

Furthermore, portions (b) and (c) of Figure 1 2 show conversion from the scramble information sector to a table for

determining preset data. In the scramble information sector shown in portion (b) of Figure 12. four entries of the table

are recorded, and each entry consists of a set of a seed key and preset data. These sets are tabled to obtain the table

shown in portion (c) of Figure 12. For example, when the seed key recorded in the sector header is 01b (b means binary

number), 0077h (h means hexadecimal number) as preset data is set in the shift register 301 in portion (a) of Figure 12

as the initial value, and the aforementioned shift operation and the logical operation are performed. Thus, scram-

ble/descramble-processing becomes possible.

As described above, the information recording medium in this embodiment enables scrambling in a file unit. The

information recording medium in this embodiment has information whether or not scrambling has been performed as

copyright managing information In the file management area and in the scramble flag field in the sector header in a unit

of sector. This enables a device such as a personal computer which only recognizes main data to recognize whether or

not scramble-processing has been performed, and enables a device such as an optical disk drive which cannot recog-

nize main data to recognize whether or not scramble-processing has been performed. Therefore, in the case where

data is to be reproduced by the optical disk drive connected to the personal computer, it is possible for both of the former

and the latter to determine whether or not the copyright of the data should be protected.

Furthermore, since in the information recording medium of this embodiment, different scramble-processing for

every file can be performed by changing the seed key. even if a scramble method for one scrambled file is decrypted by

an illegal act. another scrambled file can be prevented from being descrambled by the decrypted scramble system.

Thus, it is possible to enhance security in processing for copyright protection.
|

Furthermore, in the case where the information recording medium of this embodiment is used for the purpose of

copyright protection, the scramble information sector where scramble information indispensable to descrambling is

recorded exists in the lead-in area which cannot be read by an apparatus such as a personal computer. For this reason,

the act of illegally reading the scramble information can advantageously be prevented. Furthermore, since the lead-in

area is reproducible by the same reproducing means as the data recording area: there is no need for providing a special

reproducing means.
I

Furthermore, since information recorded in a unit of sector such as seed key, scramble flag, use identifying infor-

mation or the like are recorded in the sector header field which cannot be read by an apparatus such as a personal com-

puter, as in the case of recording the scramble information in the lead-in area described above, the act of illegally

reading the information can advantageously be prevented.

Furthermore, since the use identifying information is recorded in the sector header field, it is possible to determine

depending on the content of the recorded data whether the reproducing device should perform reproduction or prohibit

reproduction. Therefore, for example, by recording different identifiers between an industrial disk and a consumer disk

in this area, the industrial disk can be prevented from being reproduced by a consumer reproducing device.

Furthermore, by recording a mutual authentication key for use in mutual authentication processing, the reproducing

device can change data received and transmitted at the mutual authentication operation for every mutual authentication

key. Thus, the processing method for the mutual authentication processing can be advantageously prevented from
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being illegally decrypted. Therefore, it is possible to prevent the act of illegally copying to a magnetic disk drive or the

like.
j

:

'
i

In this embodiment, the volume-file structure is based on ISO9660, which is the international standard, but it is not

limited thereto, and another volume-file structure can be used, as long as the volume-file structure has the information

described above.

In this embodiment, the scramble system uses the logical operation of random numbers and data, but it is not lim-

ited thereto, and another scramble system can be used, as long as the scramble system has a table and a seed key for

referring to the table.

In this embodiment, a table for determining preset data is recorded in the lead-in area, but it is not limited thereto,

and another parameter can be used, as long as the parameter can determine the table. An identifier for specifying one
table among a plurality of previously known tables can be recorded.

In this embodiment, an information recording area for identifying the use as the use identifying information field is

provided in the sector header field in the scrambled sector. However, it is not necessary that the filed is definitely iso-

lated, but the use can be classified by a value of the seed key.

In this embodiment, in the scrambled sector, all 2048 bytes in the main data field are subjected to the scramble-

processing. However, the scramble-processing is not necessarily performed to the entire main data field, but can be
performed to a predetermined part of the field.

(Fourth Embodiment)

!

;

Next, another data structure of the information recording medium according to the present invention will be
described. The data structure of the information recording medium is the same as the information recording medium
shown in Figure 10. Hereinafter, only the different points from the data structure shown in Figure 10 will be described.

Portions (a) to (c) of Figure 13 show a data structure of a directory record recorded in the volume-file management
area. In the scramble system field in the copyright managing information of the directory record is recorded a value 2
indicating a scramble system which will be described in this embodiment.

Portion (e) of Figure 13 shows a data structure of the scrambled sector. The sector header field in the scrambled
sector includes an address field, a scramble flag field, a media CGMS (Copy Generation Management System) data
field, an encrypted original CGMS data field, an encrypted title key field and an encrypted use identifying information

field.

In the scramble flag field is recorded a value 1 indicating that the scramble-processing has been performed.

In the media CGMS data field is recorded copy permission information of the information recording medium. In the

encrypting original CGMS data field is recorded copy permission information of most original data, in the case where
data of this sector is copied from another medium. Herein, the media CGMS data represents copy permission informa-

tion of the data of the information recording medium. The media CGMS data is updated at the time of a copy operation.

The original CGMS data represents copy permission information at the time of disk production. Since the original

CGMS data is encrypted, it is copied as it is at the time of a copy operation. Table 1 shows the definition of the media
CGMS data and the original CGMS data.

Table i

Media CGMS data/Origi-

nal CGMS data

Content

;

00b Copying permitted

;

oib Unused

10b One copying permitted

11b
t
Copying prohibited

,

Referring to Table 1 , for example, when the media CGMS data is 1 1b and the original CGMS data is 10bf it should
be determined that the data in the sector is originally in the state where only one copy is permitted (media CGMS data
and original CGMS data are both 01b), and the media CGMS data is changed to 1 1b which means copying prohibition

by having already conducted one copy operation. Hereinafter, the media CGMS data and the original CGMS data in

combination are referred to as CGMS control information.

In the encrypted title key field is recorded a key for descrambling the scramble-processing performed to the main
data field.

i
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In the encrypted use identifying information field is recorded identification information for specifying the use. The

encrypted original CGMS data field, the encrypted title key field and the encrypted uses identification information field

are all subjected to encrypting processing, and information cannot be read simply by reading the sector header field.

The encrypted data has been encrypted using an encrypted disk key recorded in the sector header field in the lead-in

area of the information recording medium. Therefore, in order to decrypt the encrypted information in the scramble infor-

mation sector header field, the encrypted disk key is required.

Portion (d) of Figure 13 shows a data structure of the scramble information sector. In the following description, in

order to definitely differentiate encrypted data and data whose code is decrypted, the encrypted data is denominated

with "encrypted", and the data whose code is decrypted iS denominated with "decrypted". For example, data obtained

by encrypting the title key is referred to as an "encrypted title key", and data obtained by decrypting the encrypted title

key is referred to as a "decrypted title key".

The scramble information sector is recorded in the control data area in the lead-in area.

In the sector header field in the scramble information sector is recorded a value 2 indicating that the scramble sys-

tem is this type of scramble system. Furthermore, in the mutual authentication key field is recorded an mutual authen-

tication key for use in mutual authentication processing for determining whether or not data after descrambling is to be

supplied. This mutual authentication key will be described in detail later in an embodiment of an information reproducing

device.

In the main data field in the scramble information sector is recorded an encrypted original CGMS data, an

encrypted title key. and an encrypted disk key for decrypting an encrypted use identifying information of the scrambled

sector. The encrypted disk key is further encrypted, and the key for decrypting the encrypted disk key (hereinafter,

referred to as a master key) is provided by the information reproducing device.

. In the main data field in the scramble information sector is recorded a plurality of encrypted disk keys such as

encrypted disk key 1 .
encrypted disk key 2, • • • . The encrypted disk key is encrypted by a corresponding master key

in such a manner that the encrypted disk key 1 . the encrypted disk key 2, • • • are encrypted by the master key 1
,
the

master key 2, • • •
.
respectively. Herein, the encrypted disk key 1, the encrypted disk key 2, • • • are obtained by

encrypting the same disk key information by different mater keys. Therefore, in the case where an information repro-

ducing device A internally includes the master key 1 and another information reproducing device B internally includes

the master key 2, the information reproducing device A decrypts the encrypted disk key 1 and the information reproduc-

ing device B decrypts the encrypted disk key 2. thus obtaining a decrypted disk key having the same content.

Portion (f) of Figure 13 shows a data structure of the non-scrambled sector. In the scrambled sector flag field is

recorded a value 0. The data recorded in the main data field is not subjected to scramble-processing. This indicates that

the same data access as a conventional information recording disk is possible.
;

As described above, in the information recording medium in this embodiment, data reproduction is possible by

exactly the same access as the conventional device for reproduction of the non-scrambled sector. On the other hand,

in order to perform reproduction of the scrambled sector, the information reproducing device having the master key

reads the scramble information sector in the lead-in area and decrypts the encrypted disk key by the master key, and

further decrypts the encrypted title key of the sector header in the scrambled sector using the decrypted disk key, and

performs descramble-processing of the scrambled data using the decrypted title key. Thus, data can be reproduced.

Hereinafter, the case where the scramble system described in the third embodiment is used as an example of the

scramble system will be described. In the third embodiment, preset data is generated by using a conversion table. In

the information recording medium in this embodiment, when an initial value for random number generation is encrypted

and recorded in the encrypted title key field, scramble-processing of data can be easily performed by using the shift reg-

ister 301 and the logical operation block 302 in portion (a) of Figure 1 2. More specifically, the decrypted title key is used

as an initial value of the shift register 302. and the shift is repeated so that a random number sequence Sj is generated.

Then, the logical operation of the random number sequence Sj and the data sequence Dj is performed, so that scram-

ble-processing can be performed. Furthermore, descrambling of data can also be performed by using the shift register

301 in portion (a) of Figure 12.
.

As described above, the information recording medium in this embodiment enables scrambling in a file unit. In addi-

tion, the information recording medium in this embodiment has information whether or not scrambling is performed as

copyright managing information in the file management area and in the scramble flag field in the sector header in a unit

of sector. This enables a device such as a personal computer which only recognizes main data to recognize whether or

not scramble-processing is performed, and enables a device such as an optical disk drive which cannot recognize main

data to recognize whether or not scramble-processing is performed. Therefore, in the case where data is to be repro-

duced by the optical disk drive connected to the personal computer, both of the former and the latter can determine

whether or not the copyright of the data should be protected.

Furthermore, since in the information recording medium of this embodiment, different scramble-processing for

every file can be performed by changing the title key, even if a scramble method for one scrambled file is decrypted by

an illegal act, another scrambled file can be prevented from being descrambled by the decrypted scramble system.

Thus, it is possible to enhance security in processing for copyright protection,
j
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Furthermore, in the case where the information recording medium of this embodiment is used for the purpose of

copyright protection, the scramble information sector where scramble information indispensable to descrambling is

recorded exists in the lead-in area which cannot be read by an apparatus such as a personal computer. For this reason,

the act of illegally reading the scramble information can advantageously be prevented. Furthermore, since the lead-in

5 area is reproducible by the same reproducing means as the data recording area, there is no need for providing a special

reproducing means. ;

Furthermore, since the scramble flag, the CGMS control information, the encrypted title key and the encrypted use

identifying information, which are recorded in a unit of sector, are recorded in the sector header field which cannot be
read by an apparatus such as a personal computer, as in the case of recording the scramble information in the lead-in

10 area described above, the act of illegally reading the information can advantageously be prevented.

Furthermore, since the use identifying information is recorded in the sector header field, it is possible to determine

depending on the content of the recorded data whether the reproducing device should perform reproduction or prohibit

reproduction. Therefore, for example, by recording different identifiers between an industrial disk and a consumer disk

in this area, the industrial disk can be prevented from being reproduced by a consumer reproducing device.

is Furthermore, by recording a mutual authentication key for use in mutual authentication processing, the reproducing

device can change data received and transmitted at the mutual authentication operation for every mutual authentication

key. Thus, the processing method for the mutual authentication processing can be advantageously prevented from
4 being illegally decrypted. Therefore, it is possible to prevent the act of illegally copying to a magnetic disk drive or the

like.

20 Furthermore, in the information recording medium in this embodiment, a hierarchical encrypting/scramble-process-

ing is performed in such a manner that the main data in the scrambled sector is encrypted by the title key, the title key

is encrypted by the disk key, and the disk key is encrypted by the master key. For this reason, even if the main data in

the scrambled sector is illegally copied, descrambling can be prevented, so that the illegal copying makes no sense.

Furthermore, since the CGMS control information is recorded, even if a file is copied from the information recording

25 medium in this embodiment to another rewritable medium, it is possible to determine whether copying was illegal or

legal.

In this embodiment, the scramble-processing is performed by the logical operation of data and the random number

obtained by using the title key as the initial value. However, the scramble system is not limited thereto, but another

scramble system can be used, as long as the system scrambles data in accordance with a specified key.

30 In this embodiment, the volume-file structure is based on ISO9660, which is the international standard, but it is not

limited thereto, and another volume-file structure can be used, as long as the copyright managing information equiva-

lent to the content described in this embodiment can be recorded in the volume-file structure.

In this embodiment, in the scrambled sector, all data in the sector is scrambled. However, the entire main data in

the sector is not necessarily scrambled, but a part of the main data can be scrambled.

35 In this embodiment, in the scrambled file, all sectors constituting the file are subjected to the scramble-processing.

However, a part of sector in the scrambled file can be subjected to the scramble-processing.

In this embodiment, the CGMS control information uses three types, i.e., one copying permitted, copying prohibi-

tion, and copying permitted, but information on two copies permitted, three copies permitted or the like can be recorded

by extending allocated bits.

40 The scramble method of the main data described in this embodiment is only an example, and the scramble method
is not limited thereto. Another method can be used, as long as scramble-processing is performed based on certain key

information (title key in this embodiment).

(Fifth Embodiment)
45

I

Hereinafter, an information reproducing
1

device for reproducing the information recording medium according to the

present invention will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings. The information reproducing device

is a device which can commonly reproduce the third and fourth embodiments of the information recording mediums,

unless mentioned otherwise. Therefore, although an operation for reproducing the fourth embodiment of the information

so recording medium will be described below as an example, the third embodiment of the information recording medium
can be processed in the same manner by substituting the seed key field for the encrypted title disk key, and substituting

the preset data conversion table for the encrypted disk key of the scramble information sector.

Figure 14 is a block diagram showing an information reproducing device 500 according to the present invention.

The information reproducing device 500 includes a main processor 501 , a bus interface circuit 503, a main memory
55 504, a SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) control card 506 for controlling a protocol determined by an SCSI, an

AV decoder card 507 for extending compressed digital AV data to convert into an analog AV data and output the analog

AV data, an optical disk drive 509 for reproducing the information recording medium of the present invention, and a hard

disk drive 510.

The main processor 501 , the bus interface circuit 503 and the main memory 504 are interconnected via the proc-

14
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10

15

^^ 502 -The bus interface circuit 503, the SCSI control card 506 and the AV decoder card 507 are intercon-

nect via a^sysTem oIL 505 ^e SCS. contro. card 506. the optica, disk drive 509 and the hard d,sK dr*,e 510 are

interconnected via a SCSI bus. .... . .hoH

Next a reproduction operation of an AV file by the information reproducing device 500 will be described

mineTheSe?nTether o'r not Se other corrTponent'has a copyright protection function (hereinafter, referred
I

to as

card 507 internally retains the received encrypted disk key after decrypting it with the bus key

Thlr^ft^r in the case where a file recorded in the optical disk is to be reproduced, the main processor 501 retere

mat tte file to be reproduced is a scrambled file, the mutual authentication processing between the optical disk drive

Sfc^W^fers the encrypted Me key which Is encrypted by the bus key piously reined Further-

ouS3SfSo output ^described above, the information reproducing device 500 can reproduce the .formation

disk drive S^nmt execute the mutual authentication processing, the mutual autherrtication is put to an error end

Theref^

disk drive 510. However, the mutual authentication processing between ^^rdd.sk drive 510
'^ ™« JJSttw

^efdSailed structures and operations of the optica, disk drive 509 and the AV decoder oard,507

so which arTo^on^ of the information reproducing device 500. will be described wrth reference to Figures 15 and

16
" EE?5 is a block diagram showing the structure of the optical disk drive 509. The structure thereof wiUIDe

H««^S hliow Reference numeral 600 denotes an SCSI control circuit. Reference numeral 601 denotes a decoder

30

35

40

55

15
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ing or the like. Reference numeral 607 denotes an information recording medium of the present invention and an optical

disk having the data structure shown in the; third embodiment anci the fourth embodiment

Next, the operation of the optical disk drive 509 at the time of mutual authentication processing and at the time of

reproducing data will be described.

5 The optical disk drive 509 which received a mutual authentication request by the SCSI control circuit 600 controls

the decoder authentication circuit 601 so as to execute a predetermined mutual authentication processing. Since the

protocol will be described in detail later, it is omitted here. In the protocol for the mutual authentication processing, in

the case where the microcontroller 602 detects some error, the SCSI control circuit 600 reports an error and the mutual

authentication processing and a subsequent key information transfer operation are cancelled. In the case the mutual

10 authentication processing is normally ended, a bus key which is determined at the mutual authentication processing is

stored in the decoder authentication circuit 601

.

In the mutual authentication processing at the time of disk replacement and reset, following the mutual authentica-

tion processing, a read request of an encrypted disk key is issued to the optical disk drive 509. At this time, the optical

disk drive 509 controls the data reproducing circuit 606, so as to read an encrypted disk key information from the optical

is disk 607, and further supplies an encrypted disk key encrypted using the bus key already retained in the decoder

authentication circuit 601 out from the SCSI control circuit 600. On the other hand, in the case of the mutual authenti-

cation processing at the time of reproducing a scrambled file, following a normal end of the mutual processing, the opti-

* ca) disk drive 509 receives a readout information of an encrypted title key. At this time, the optical disk drive 509 controls

the data reproducing circuit 606 so as to read an encrypted title key information from the optical disk 607, and data hav-

20 ing been encrypted using the bus key already retained in the decoder authentication circuit 601 is supplied out from the

SCSI control circuit 600.

In response to a reproduction request of a file data issued thereafter, the optical disk drive 509 supplies out scram-

bled data read from the optical disk 607 from the SCSI control circuit 600. This is the end of the description of the optical

disk drive 509.

25 Although the optical disk drive 509 in this embodiment receives a transfer request of an encrypted disk key, and
then reproduces an encrypted disk key field of the optical disk 607, the optical disk drive 509 can read it at the time of

mounting the optical disk 607, and internally retains it.

Next, the structure and the operation of the AV decoder card will be described with reference to Figure 16.

Figure 16 is a block diagram showing the structure of the AV decoder card 507. The components thereof will be
30 described below. Reference numeral 700 denotes a system interface circuit for controlling reception and transmission

of information with a system bus. Reference numeral 701 denotes a drive authentication circuit for performing mutual

authentication processing with the optical dick drive 509. Reference numeral 702 denotes a microcontroller for control-

ling the entire AV decoder card 507. Reference numeral 703 denotes a program ROM where an operation program of

the microcontroller 702 is stored. Reference numeral 704 denotes a control bus for transmitting control information. Ref-

35 erence numeral 705 denotes a descramble circuit for descrambling scrambled data. Reference numeral 706 denotes

an audio/video decoder circuit for extending compressed AV digital data and converting it to an analog AV data Refer-

ence numeral 707 denotes an audio/video decoding memory, an operating memory, which the audio/video decoder cir-

cuit 706 uses for data conversion.

Next, the operation of the AV decoder card 507 at the time of mutual authentication processing and scrambled file

40 reproduction will be described.

First, at the time of mutual authentication processing at the time of reset and media replacement, the microcontrol-

ler 702 controls the drive authentication circuit 701 so as to execute mutual authentication processing with the optical

disk drive 509 in accordance with a predetermined protocol. In the case where the drive authentication circuit 701

detects an error at the time of mutual authentication processing, the error is reported via the system interface circuit

45 700, and the processing is cancelled. On the other hand, in the case where the mutual authentication processing is nor-

mally ended, the drive authentication circuit 701 internally retains a bus key determined in the mutual authentication

processing.

Furthermore, the AV decoder card 507 receives an encrypted disk key from the system interface circuit 700. Since

the received encrypted disk key has been encrypted with the bus key in the optical disk drive 509, the AV decoder card

so 507 decrypts the encrypted disk key with the bus key already retained in the drive authentication circuit 701, and then

transfers it to the descramble circuit 705. The descramble circuit 705 internally stores the received encrypted disk key.

On the other hand, at the time of reproducing a scrambled file, prior to the reproduction of the file, the mutual

authentication processing with the optical disk drive 509 is executed once again. Here, again, in the case where an error

occurs in the mutual authentication processing, the mutual authentication processing and the subsequent file reproduc-

55 tion operation are cancelled. In the case where the mutual authentication processing is normally ended without any
error, the AV decoder card 507 receives an encrypted title key via the system interface circuit 700. Since the encrypted

title key has been further encrypted with the bus key in the optical disk drive 509, the encrypted title key is decrypted

with the bus key retained in the drive authentication circuit 701 , and transfers the result to the descramble circuit 705.

The descramble circuit 705 internally stores the received encrypted title key.

16
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Thereafter scrambled data of the scrambled file received from the system interface circuit 700 is transferred to the

descramble circurt 705 as it is. and h subjected to descramble-processing based on the tit.e key already
^

retamed and

transferred to the audio/video decoder circuit 706 so as to be converted to an analog AV signal and output.

As described above, according to the information reproducing device 500 of this embodiment the<^.^^nve

s 509 tfcluJe?thtdecoder authentication circuit 601 . and the AV decoder card 507 includes the dnve ^
curt 701 ftr this reason, key information is not supplied to an apparatus which has an ob,ect.ve of .llega ly cc.py.ng a

fTe Thus even rf dSa of a scrambled file is illegally copied, copied data makes no sense by not supplying the key .nfor-

mation for executing descrambling. Therefore, an effect of protecting copyright of the file is provided

Accordingthe information reproducing device ol this embodiment, since the AV decoder card 507

10 the descramble circurt 705 for performing descramble-processing depending on the key informatton. it .s possible to

descramble the scrambled data for reproduction. cna u„..«»,ar the h.« i*

In this embodiment an SCSI bus is used tor the bus connected to the optcal d.sk drive 509. However, the bus .s

not limited th^eto aS a bus compliant with ATAP. (AT Attachment Packet Interface) or IEEE 1394 Institute
>

ol Electn-

2 an?E.e=;Scs Engineers 13<£) can be used, as long as reproduction data can be transferred ,n accordance w,th

15 8 Pt^rJrnbtimS'he function of the decoder authentication circuit 601 arid the function of the drive authentica-

tion circuit 701 can be realized by a software executed by the microcontrollers 602 and 702.

i I

(Sixth Embodiment)
'

Next, an information reproducing device 800 according to the present invention will be described

. Fiaure 17 is a block diagram showing the structure of the information reproducing dev.ee 800 according to the

preSent"nven^on Th Structure of the infcJmation reproducing device 800 is the same as that of the mformafon repro-

in Figure 14. except that an SCSI control circuit tor performing

the SCSI system is incorporated into an AV decoder card 801 . Therefore, the same components bears the same refer-

ence numerals, and the description thereof is omitted. _

Next, the operation of the information reproducing device 800 will be described ^
Since the SCSI control circuit incorporated AV decoder card 801 internally .ncludes the SCSI

a scrambled file reproduction request of the optical disk drive 509 is issued from the mam processor 501. the mutual

aXe^tic^
509 is directly executed. More specifically, the SCSI control circuit .ncorporated AV decoder card 801 issues^a com

mand s^encrS mutual authentication to the optical disk drive 509. the optica, disk drive 509 responds to the com-

mand In this manner, the mutual authentication processing is performed. ^^^w
Furthermore, likewise in an operation of reproducing data, it is the SCSI control crcuit 'ncorporated AV decoder

card 801 that makes a reproduction request to the optica, disk drive 509. not the^PJ^J^EfS con
read by the optical disk drive 509 is directly input to the SCSI control circuit incorporated AV decoder card 801 and con

verted to an analog AV signal and output. !

. . ^arrt «m
Figure 18 is a block diagram showing the structure the SCSI control c.rcu.t incorporated AV decoder^carc.801

.

Hereinafter, only different points from the structure of the AV decoder card 507,shown ir.figure 16 w..l be desenbed^

Reference numeral 900 denotes a SCSI control circuit tor controlling reception and transm.ss.on of data with an

SCS?bts Refe^Te numeral 901 denotes a program ROM where a program to be executed by the m.crocontro..er ,s

St°r

When a reproduction request for a scrambled file is input to the system interface circurt 700. the microcontroller 702

conf^be^
processing with the optical disk drive 509. At this time, in a mutua. authentication protocol, a command

I

.s d rect issued

from the SCSI control circuit 900 to the optical disk drive 509. Furthermore, the m.crocontroller 702 controls the d ve

atfhe^cation circuit 701 in accordance with the mutua. authentication protocol so as to perform mutua
>

<**"£at»n

pracessJfg. in the case where the mutual authentication processing is ended by an error, the m.crocontrol.er 702^con-

tX system interface circuit 700 to report the error to the main processor 501 so^P^^iSl^
the other hand, in the case where the mutual authentication processing is normaHy ended, data o a

directly received by the SCSI control circuit 900 from the optical disk drive 509. and data descrambled by the descram-

b e ctcu it 705^ converted to an analog AV signal by the audioAvideo decoder circuit 706 and^ *
described above as in the case of the information reproducing device of the f rfth embodiment. AV data can be repro-

ducS whiS^ienting the copy operation which infringes copyright of data recorded in the .nformation recording

ture of the information reproducing device of the fifth embodiment, since the optacal diskdnve 509 and the SCSI control

circuit incorporated AV decoder card 801 directly reserve and transmit commands and data security

decrypting a mutual authentication system and key information, and the execution of an unjust copy operation can be

20
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enhanced.
|

Although the information recording medium to be reproduced has been described using the fourth embodiment of

the information recording medium according to the present invention, the same processing is possible for the third

embodiment of the information recording medium according to the present invention, as long as the encrypted title key

s is replaced by the seed key and the encrypted disk key is replaced by conversion table information of the scramble

information sector.

In this embodiment, an SCSI bus is used for the bus connected to the optical disk drive 509. However, the bus is

not limited thereto, and an interface such as an ATAPI or an IEEE 1394 can be used, as long as reproduction data can

be transferred in accordance with a predetermined protocol. f

10
i

(Seventh Embodiment)
i

i

•

Next, an information reproducing device 1000 according to the present invention will be described.

Figure 19 is a block diagram showing the structure of the information reproducing device 1000 according to the

is present invention. The information reproducing device 1 000 is an optical disk player. The components of the information

reproducing device 1000 are the same as those of the information reproducing device shown in Figure 14 or the infor-

mation reproducing device shown in Figure 1 7, except for a program ROM 1 001 . Therefore, the same components bear

« the same reference numerals, and the description thereof is omitted. The description herein is based on the fourth

embodiment of the information recording medium.
20 At the time of the reset or disk insertion in the optical disk player 1000, the microcontroller 702 controls the data

reproduction circuit 606 and reads a scramble information sector of a lead-in area of the optical disk. An encrypted disk

key information read from the scramble information sector is transferred to the descramble circuit 705 and internally

retained.

On the other hand, in reproducing a scrambled file recorded in the optical disk 607, the microcontroller 702 controls

25 the data reproduction circuit 606, reads an encrypted title key from a sector header field of the scrambled file to be
reproduced, and transfers it to the descramble circuit 705. The descramble circuit 705 stores the received title key and
judges use identifying information. As a result of the determination, in the case reproduction is prohibited, the descram-
ble circuit 705 reports an error to the microcontroller 702. On the other hand, in the case where the descramble circuit

705 determines that reproduction is permitted, the data reproduction circuit 606 reads data of the scrambled file, and
30 transfers the read scrambled data to the descramble circuit 705. The descramble circuit 705 descrambles the scram-

bled data using a disk key and a title key previously stored, and transfers the result to the audio/video decoder circuit

706. The audio/video decoder circuit 706 converts the received data to an analog AV signal and performs audio/video

outputs.

In this manner, the optical disk player 1000 can descramble the scrambled data for reproduction. However, the opti-

35 cal disk player 1000 is different from the fifth and the sixth embodiments of the information reproducing device of the

present invention in that it performs video reproduction without executing the mutual authentication processing. This is

because, since reproduced data is directly input to the audio/video decoder circuit 706 in this embodiment, a copy oper-

ation to other rewritable media such as a hard disk drive cannot be performed in the middle of the procedure, and thus

the mutual authentication processing is not required. Therefore, in the structure of this embodiment, without the corn-

40 ponent which executes the mutual authentication processing, the copyright protection is possible. Furthermore, since

the optical disk player 1000 judges use identifying information at the time of reproduction, data whose reproduction is

prohibited for its use can be prevented from being reproduced.

Hereinafter, the further detailed structures and operations of a decoder authentication circuit 601 , a drive authenti-

cation circuit 701 and a descramble circuit 705, which are used in the fifth and the sixth embodiments of the information

45 reproducing device of the present invention, will be described. The structure described below is a structure common to

the fifth embodiment, sixth embodiment and seventh embodiment.
First, the structure and the operation of the descramble circuit 705 with be described with reference to the accom-

panying drawing. The descramble circuit 705 highly depends on a scramble system, so that the structure in the case of

reproducing the third embodiment of the information recording medium of the present, invention is different from that in

so the case of reproducing the fourth embodiments of the information recording medium. .Therefore, in the following

description, the descramble circuit for reproducing the third embodiment of the information recording medium of the

present invention will be described with reference to Figures 20 and 21 . The descramble circuit for reproducing the

fourth embodiment of the information recording medium of the present invention will be described with reference to Fig-

ures 22 and 23.

55 Figure 20 is a block diagram showing the structure of the descramble circuit 1 1 06 for reproducing the third embod-
iment of the information recording medium of the present invention. Hereinafter, each component will be described.

Reference numeral 1100 denotes an I/O control circuit for performing communication with the control bus 704. Refer-

ence numeral 1 101 denotes a selector for switching a block to which an output is directed (hereinafter, referred to as a
targeted block for output), depending on the content of the input data. Reference numeral 1102 denotes a use identify-

|
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25

ina circuit for determining whether or not reproduction is permitted, refen-ing to the use identifying information of a r^ro-

55^^ a logical operation between the random number generated by the random number gen-

erating circuit 1 1 04 and scrambled data input from the selector 1 1 01

.

WoYt the operation of the descramble circuit 1 1 06 will be described.

SSSSSS where a scramble information sector recorded in the lead-in area is to be -ad after the mutual

o.rfhontirUtion orocessina is normally ended, a scramble information sector readout is set to the selector 1101 via the

SSSSEKSTISKSSir 1101 sets a targeted block for output to the conversion tableW arcu>t

?0?ReaddXwhi™
as a^oSS^^te dirrnW^p«Mt data which is to be used as an initial va.ue for the random number gener-

ati

°On the other hand at the time of reproducing a scrambled file, mutual authentication processing is performed prior

torepToa^
%ZS^£*m£o is Input to the use identifying circuit 1102. and the seed key is input to the convex.-.tableS 1103 The use identifying circuit 1102 internally has information regarding the use •dentrfy.ng informa-

ZZ ch^^^S^Um^ whether or not the reproduction is permitted by comparing ,t with the

££2^^deSSfnfnformation. and reports the I/O contro. circuit 1100 and the^«^^SS^
On the other hand, the conversion table memory circuit 1 1 03 which receives the seed key°^f^^J^L
c^n^oto the seed kev based on the received seed key to the random number generating circuit 1104. The random

rnTgln^
u^ *h0 main rtata rfeseramble circuit 1105. Following the sector header field, when the main data ot tne scramraea sec^^^M^S^^ of the sLector 1101 is switched to the main data descramble circuit 1195

Sereaftet the m^n date de^ramble dTa.it 1105 executes descramble-processing by performing a logical operation

aeneratina circuit 11 04 and outputs descrambled data to the audio/video decoder circuit 706

^SSSSton^described aSve will be explained in greater detail with reference to Figure 21 below.

fIquJ2 Ta flow diart explaining the content of the descramble-processing in the descramble circuit1 1 06. ,n£e

case Xre lie S^^iJZti of the information recording medium of the present invention is reproduced. Each

step will be described below.

CS1200V A taraeted block for output of the selector 1101 is switched to the conversion table memory circuit 11 03

%£?XZ^^ from the scramble information sector of the lead-in area of the informal recording

medium is stored in the conversion table memory 1 1 03.

(S1201V A targeted block for output of the selector 1101 is switched to the I/O control circuit 1100. and a scramble

to 702 Themicrocontroller 702 determines whether or not the scramble flag is 1. and transmits back the deter-

rtr^resutt toTeScWol circuit 1 1 00. When it is determined that the scramble flag is 1
.
the procedure goes

tion of the main data descramble circuit 1 105 stopped.

fS1202V A tarqeted block for output of the selector 1101 is switched to the use identifying circuit 1102. and use

deX* 2™1 7 the sector header received prior to reproduction of the scramb.ed file is transferred^

use^SfS^it 1102 determines whether or not reproduction of the.file isP^^J^1^^^Suseie^ information with reproduction permission information internaHy retained. When ,t k deter-

^Z^taT!wSuSlJ! is prohibited, the procedure goes to step (S1203). When it is determined that reproduction

50 . is permitted, the procedure goes to step (S1204).

fSl203V In the case where it is determined at the above processing step (S1202) that reproduction of the file is

an J55 I^reported to the microcontroller 702 via the IO control circuit 1100 in this sfp, and the

processing is ended.

55

(S1204V A seed key read from the sector header of the scrambled file to be reproduced is input to the conversion

ISe memory drcuJ 1103. and preset data is generated from the seed key and the conversion table and output to

the random number generating circuit 1 1 04.

30
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(51205) : A targeted block for output of the selector 1 101 is switched to the main data descramble circuit 1105, and
main data of an input scrambled file is transferred to the main data descramble circuit 1 1 05. On the other hand, the
random number generating circuit 1 1 04 generates a random number sequence based on preset data input from
the conversion table memory circuit 1 103 and outputs it to the main data descramble circuit 1105. The main data
descramble circuit 1 1 05 executes descramble-processing by performing a logical operation between the input main
data and the random number sequence.

(51206) : The main data descramble circuit 1105 outputs descrambled data at the time of executing the descram-
bling, and outputs data input from the selector 1101 as it as when the descramble function is stopped, to the
audio/video decoder circuit 706. I

As described above, the descramble circuit 1106 includes the use identifying circuit, so that it is possible to selec-
tively reproduce a file having the use identifying information for which reproduction is prohibited and a file having the
use identifying information for which reproduction is permitted.

,

Furthermore, the descramble circuit 1106 internally includes the selector for separating a scramble identification

flag, so that it is possible to separate only a scramble flag so as to determine whether or not to perform descrambiing.
Furthermore, since a conversion table for converting to preset data can be determined in a unit of disk, and a seed

« key can be determined in a unit of file, it is possible reproduce the information recording medium having a scramble sys-
tem with security so high that reproduction cannot be made without both of the two data.

Figure 22 is a block diagram showing the structure of the descramble circuit 1 308 for reproducing the fourth embod-
iment of the information recording medium of the present invention. Hereinafter, each component will be described.
Reference numeral 1300 denotes an I/O control circuit for performing communication with the control bus 704. Refer-
ence numeral 1301 denotes a selector for switching a targeted block for output, depending on the content of the input
data. Reference numeral 1302 denotes a disk key decrypting circuit for decrypting an encrypted disk key in the case
where the encrypted disk key is input. Reference numeral 1303 denotes a master key storage section for storing a mas-
ter key to be used for decrypting the encrypted disk key in a hardware manner. Reference numeral 1304 denotes a sec-
tor header decrypting circuit for receiving a disk key decrypted by the disk key decrypting circuit 1302, and decrypting
the encrypted section in the sector header. Reference numeral 1305 denotes a CGMS checking circuit for confirming
conformity between an original CGMS data decrypted by the sector header decrypting circuit 1304 and media CGMS
data input from the selector. Reference numeral 1 306 denotes a use identifying circuit for receiving use identifying infor-

mation decrypted by the sector header decrypting circuit 1304 and determining whether or not reproduction is permit-
ted. Reference numeral 1307 denotes a main data scramble circuit for descrambiing main data input from the selector
1301 based on the title key input from the sector header decrypting circuit 1304.

Hereinafter, the descramble circuit 1308 will be described.

First in the case where a scramble information sector recorded in the lead-in area is read after the mutual authen-
tication processing is normally ended, a targeted block for output of the selector 1301 is set to the disk key decrypting
circuit 1302 via the I/O control circuit 1300, and input read data is input to the disk key decrypting circuit 1302 via the
selector 1 301

.
The disk key decrypting circuit 1302 decrypts a disk key based on the master key input from the master

key storage section 1303, and the disk key is stored in the disk key decrypting circuit 1302. .

On the other hand, at the time of reproducing a scrambled file, the mutual authentication processing is performed
prior to reproduction of data. When the mutual authentication processing is normally ended, the sector header of the
scrambled file to be reproduced is input to the selector 1301. The selector 1301 selects a targeted block for output
thereof for every content of the sector header, and outputs a scramble flag to the microcontroller 702 via the I/O control
circuit 1 300, outputs media CGMS data to the CGMS checking circuit 1305, and outputs encrypted original CGMS data
and encrypted use identifying information and encrypted title key (hereinafter, referred to as an encrypted sector header
in combination) to the sector header decrypting circuit 1304. The sector header decrypting circuit 1304 receives disk
key from the disk key decrypting circuit 1 302, decrypts the encrypted sector header based on the disk key, and outputs
the original CGMS data to the CGMS checking circuit 1305. outputs use identifying information to the use identifying
circuit 1306, and outputs the title key to the main data descramble circuit 1307. The CGMS checking circuit 1305
receives media CGMS data input from the selector 1301 and the original CGMS input from the sector header decrypt-
ing circuit 1304, and determines whether or not the value indicates that reproduction is permitted. At this time, criteria
of the determination of the CGMS checking circuit 1305 are shown in (Table 2). (The meanings represented by the
media CGMS data and the original CGMS data are consistent with the explanation of the fourth embodiment of the
information recording medium of the present invention.)
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Table 2

Medium identification informa-

tion i

Media CGMS data WilyiMal OVJIIVIO VJctld CGMS determination

information

1 (Reproduction only medium) 00 oo
i

1

01/10/11
i

0

01 00/01/10/11; 0

10 00/01/11 !
0

10 i
1

11 00/01/10
;

0

*> 1
!

1

0 (Rewritable medium) 00 00 1

00/10/11 I

0

01/10 00/01/10/11 0

11 10
|

1

00/01/11 0

In Table 2 in the case where the CGMS determination information represents 1 ,
the CGMS checking circuit reports

to the main data descramble circuit 1 307 and the microcontroller 702 that reproduction is possible. On the other hand,

in the case where the CGMS determination information represents 0. which is an inappropriate value indicating that ille-

gal copying or the like is possibly made, the CGMS checking circuit reports an error to the main data descramble circuit

1 307 and the microcontroller 702. For example, in Table 2. in the case where the medium ,dent.f.cat.o^jrtormat.on is
;

0

indicating a rewritable medium, the media CGMS data is 1 1 showing copy prohibited, and the original CGMS data is 10

showing one copying permitted, it is believed that a file which is permitted to be copied only once has been already cop-

ied once to a rewritable medium, so that only the media CGMS data becomes 1 1 .
and the file .s changed to be prohib-

ited from being copied. Therefore, the output is 1 meaning that reproduction is permitted. On the other hand ri'the
s

fi e

which is permitted to be copied once is illegally copied, both of the media CGMS data and the original CGMS date

become 10 meaning that only one copying is permitted. Therefore, the CGMS determinate mformafon is "meaning

that reproduction is prohibited. On the other hand, the use identifying circuit 1306 internally inc udes use> 'dentrfying

information for which reproduction is permitted, and determines whether or not the scrambled We is tc.be useeno

something whose reproduction is permitted, by comparing the information w.th the use identifying information .nput

from the sector header decrypting circuit 1 304. In the case of the use identifying information for^^^°n «

not permitted, an error is reported to the microcontroller 702 and the main date descramble cn-cuit 1307. In the case

where the date of the scrambled file is to be reproduced, a targeted block for output of the selector 1 301 is swrtched to

the main data descramble circuit 1307, and read date which is input is transferred to the main date descramble^circuit

1307 The mam data descramble circuit 1307 receives the title key from the sector header decrypting circuit 1304 and

performs descramble-processing of the scrambled data based on the received title key to output to the audioMdeo

deC
M
e

d2cribed above, the descramble circuit 1308 decrypts the encrypted disk key and the encrypted title key, per-

forms descramble-processing for the main data when the title key indicates that reproduction is permrtted. and outputs

scrambled diqital AV data to the audio/video decoder circuit 706.
j

Next the operation of reproduction processing of the scrambled file in the descramble circuit 1 308 will be described

with reference tothe flow chart shown in Figure 23. Processing content at each step is shown below.

(S1400V In the case where the encrypted disk key information in the lead-in area is input to the read date, a tar-

geted block for output of the selector 1301 is set to the disk key decrypting circuit 1302. and the encrypted disk key

is transferred to the disk key decrypting circuit 1302. The disk key decrypting circuit 1302 receives a master key

from the master key storage section 1 303. and decrypts the encrypted disk key and outputs the decrypted disk key

to the sector header decrypting circuit 1 304.

(S1401): The selector 1301 separates a scramble flag from the sector header of the scrambled file read prior to
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reproduction, and transfers it to the microcontroller 702 via the I/O control circuit 1300. The microcontroller 702 .

determines whether or not the scramble flag is 1 . When the determined result is 1 , the procedure goes to step
(S1402). When the determined result is not 1, the procedure goes to step (S1407).

(51402) : The selector 1301 separates an encrypted sector header from the sector header of the scrambled file

read prior to reproduction, and transfers it to the sector header decrypting circuit 1304. The sector header decrypt-
ing circuit 1304 decrypts the received; encrypted sector header based on a disk key previously received from the
disk key decrypting circuit 1 302, separates it by its content, and outputs original CGMS data to the CGMS checking
circuit 1305, outputs the use identifying information to the use identifying circuit 1306, and outputs the title key to

the main data descramble circuit 1 307.

(51403) : The CGMS checking circuit 1305 outputs CGMS determination information in accordance with Table 2
from medium identifying information received from the microcontroller 702, media CMGS data received from the
selector 1301 and original CGMS data received from the sector header decrypting circuit 1304. In Table 2, in the
case where CGMS determination information is 1 , the CGMS checking circuit reports to the I/O control circuit 1300
and the main data descramble circuit 1307 that it is a normal CGMS control information.

(51404) : In the case where the CGMS determined result is 0, the CGMS checking circuit 1305 reports an error to

the I/O control circuit 1300 and the main data descramble circuit 1307. In the case where the use identifying infor-

mation indicates that reproduction is prohibited for its use, the use identifying circuit 1 306 reports an error to the I/O

control circuit 1 300 and the main data descramble circuit 1 307. Thus, the reproduction processing is ended.

(51405) The use identifying circuit 1306 determines the use identifying information received from the sector
header decrypting circuit 1304, and in the case where reproduction is permitted, the use identifying circuit 1306
reports to the I/O control circuit 1300 and the main data descramble circuit 1307 that the file is one whose repro-
duction is permitted. '

(51406) : When the selector 1301 receives the main data of a scrambled file as readout data, the main data
descramble circuit 1 307 is set as a targeted block for output thereof, and the main data is transferred thereto. The
main data descramble circuit 1307 executes descramble-processing of the input main data, based on the title key
received from the sector header decrypting circuit 1 304.

(51407) : In the case where the main data descramble circuit 1307 has executed the descramble-processing, the
descrambled main data is output to the audio/video decoder circuit 706. In the case where the main data descram-
ble circuit 1307 has not executed the descramble-processing, the data input from the selector 1301 is output as it

as to the audio/video decoder circuit 706.

As described above, the descramble circuit 1308 includes the use identifying circuit, so that it is possible to selec-
tively reproduce a file having the use identifying information for which reproduction is prohibited and a file having the
use identifying information for which reproduction is permitted.

Furthermore, the descramble circuit 1308 internally includes the selector for separating a scramble identification

flag, so that it is possible to separate only a scramble flag so as to determine whether or not to perform descrambling.
Furthermore, even for a disk of high security, which is hierarchically encrypted/scrambled, such as the fourth

embodiment of the information recording medium of the present invention, by allowing the disk key decrypting circuit,

the sector header decrypting circuit, the main data descramble circuit to operate in association with each other, the pro-
cedure can be the same as that when descrambling is not performed.

Furthermore, the descramble circuit includes the CGMS checking circuit 1305, so that illegally copied data can be
detected, thus making it possible to prevent the illegally copied data from being reproduced. Furthermore, the descram-
ble circuit has a mechanism which protects copyright of the information recording medium recorded a software which
allows for control the generation of copying, namely, how many times data is copied, and permits only a predetermined
number of copying operations.

Figure 24 is a block diagram showing the detailed structure of the decoder authentication circuit 601 in the optical
disk drive 509. Hereinafter, each component will be described. Reference numeral 1500 denotes an I/O control circuit

for controlling input and output so as to perform communication with the microcontroller 602. Reference numeral 1501
denotes a random number generating circuit for generating a random number, based on a time variable key input from
the I/O control circuit 1 500. Reference numeral 1 502 denotes a function fk(R1 ) generating circuit for determining a func-
tion fk by a first input (represented by k in Figure 24) for determining the function, and calculating a function value
fk(R1) from the second input (represented by R1 in Figure 24), which is an argument of the function fk, and outputting
the function value fk(R1). Similarly, reference numeral 1503 denotes a function gk(R2) generating and comparing cir-
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cuit for calculating a function value gk(R2) from k and R2 and outputting the function value gk<R2
)
an
£
«^"9 »

wHh decoder response data input from the I/O control circuit 1 500. Reference numeral 1 504 denotes a bus key gener-

icSrSt for^neSng a bus key. based on two function values output from the function gk(R2) generate and com-

ingc^ and *e function" fk(R1) generating circuit 1 502. Reference numera. 1505^^^^i
Scurtfor encrypting data outputfrom the date reproducing circuit 606 ,n accordance wrth a bus key output from the bus

key generating circuit 1504.

Hereinafter, the operation of the decoder authentication circuit 601 will be described.

At the time of reset and disk replacement for the optical disk drive 509. the microcontroller 602 previously sets a

mutual authentication key k read from the sector heade'r in the scramble information sector ,n the lead-.n area of the

disk to the function fk(R1) generating circuit 1502 and the function gk(R2) generating and companng circuit 1503 v.a

T^Crtton'fkimrgenerating circuit 1502 internally retains the mutual authentication key k. and thereafter calcu-

lates
™ function fk(R1) when a random number value R1 is input at the time of mutual authentication processmg, and

cutouts the function fk(R1 ) to the bus key generating circuit 1 504 and the I/O control circuit 1 500.

^eZs k^ derating circuit 1504 internally stores the input function fk(R1). Subsequently in the case where a

time variable key for generating a random number is input from the microcontroller 602 via the I/O control circuit 1 500.

he random nunier generating circuit 1501 generates a random number R2 based on the time variable key and trans-

mi back it to the I/O control circuit 1500. and outputs it to the function gk(R2) generat,ng^^^^^
The function gk(R2) generating and comparing circuit 1 503 wh,ch has re^Xhe^0^^ r̂m^

the function value gk(R2) from the mutual authentication key k prev.ously retained and the random number R2 and

internal retains rt Furthermore, the function gk(R2) generating and comparing c,rcu,t 1503 receives decode

response data from the I/O control circuit 1500. and compares it with internally:calculated function 9k(R2). As a
>

result

oHhe comparison, in the case where the value of gk(R2).and the decoder response data are not matched, the function

gk^rgene^ng and comparing circuit 1 503 reports that an error occurs in the mutual authentication processes
,

to

fhe microcontroller 602 via the I/O control circuit 1 500. In the case where the mutual authentication processing fails, the

mutual authentication processing such as transfer of the encrypted disk key and the encrypted

*SZXZSZZZL. where the two values. gk(R2) and the deader response

determined that the mutual authentication processing is normally ended and thef"^{"«">£
TewJZ

bus key generating circuit 1504. At this time, only in the case where the function values fk(R1) and gk R2) are normaHy

input, the bus key generating circuit 1504 generates a bus key based on the two function values fk(R1) and gk(R2), and

outputs the bus key to the bus encrypting circuit 1505.
rotarr~* tn ac a mode

The bus encrypting circuit 1505 receives a control signal for switching mode (hereinafter, referred to as a mode

control signal) fronTthe microcontroller 602 via the I/O control circuit 1500. When the mode .s a disk key reproduction

mode or a title key reproduction mode, the bus encrypting circuit 1505 performs a predetermmed encrypting to an

eTrypted dlk k^or an encrypted title key input from the data reproducing circuit 606. based on a previously mput bus

kev and then outouts the result to the SCSI control circuit 600.
_^ ...

*
on tne o^eThand. after supplying out the encrypted title ke, in the case where an actual file data is

;
tc

,
bepupp ed

out the mode control signal is switched to the data reproduction mode, and the bus encrypting circuit 1505 outputs the

data output from the data reproducing circuit 606 to the SCSI control circuit 600 without
f
ncrypt.ng.

Asdescribed above, the decoder authentication circuit 601 calculates a function value determined by the muto*

authentication key in the mutual authentication processing, and only in the case where the function value is matched

with the function value supplied from the decoder, the mutual authentica'Wocessing norrml^ed Further-

more in the reproduction operation, at the time of transfer of the encrypted disk key and the encrypted titie key. key

XmationwSh is further encrypted using the bus key generated in the mutual authentication processing ,s supplied

Next the structure of the operation of the drive authentication circuit 701 on the AV decoder card 507 and the SCSI

control circuit incorporated AV decoder card 801 will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

ngure 25 is^btock diagram showing the structure of thedrive authentication circuit 701
.
Hereinafter each compo-

nent will be described. Reference numeral 1600 denotes an I/O control circuit for receivmg and transmrtting a contro

signal from and to the microcontroller 702. Reference numera. 1601 denotes a random number

receiving a time variable key from the I/O control circuit 1600 so as to generate a random number R1 and ransmittng

back it to the I/O control circuit 1600 and outputting it to a function fk(R1) generating and comparing «rcurt 1603. Ref-

erence numeral 1602 denotes a function gk(R2) generating circuit for calculating a function gk(R2) based on axonstar*

kS from the function fk(R1 ) generating and comparing circuit 1603 and the random number R2 input from the I/O

Soidr^rtTeOO. Reference numeral 1603 denotes a function fk(R1) generating and comparing circuit for calculating

function value fk(R1) with respect to k which is 1 to n.based on R1 input from the random number generating arcu*

16u1 and comparing it with drive response data input from the UO contro. circurt 1600. Reference ~mj* 160*

denotes a bus key generating circuit for generating a bus key from a function value output from the function gk(R2) gen-

45

out.

SO
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erating circuit 1602 and a function value output from the function fk(R1) generating and comparing circuit 1603. Refer-

ence numeral 1 605 denotes a bus decrypting circuit for decrypting data by a bus key output from the bus key generating

circuit 1604. i

Next, the operation of the drive authentication circuit 701 will be described.

5 First, at the start of the mutual authentication processing, the drive authentication circuit 701 receives a time vari-

able key for a random number generation from the microcontroller 702 via the I/O control circuit 1600, and the random

number is generated by the random number generating circuit 1 601

.

The random number generating circuit 1601 outputs the generated random number R1 to the function fk(R1) gen-

erating and comparing circuit 1603 and the microcontroller 702. Thereafter, the function fk(R1) generating and compar-

10 ing circuit 1603 receives drive response data from the microcontroller 702, and calculates functions f1(R1), f2(R2),

f3(R3) • • • using the random value R1 internally retained as an argument, and obtains k which allows the drive

response data to be matched with fk(Rl). At this time, in the case where k which allows matching with the drive

response data is not obtained despite the calculation for all of the retained functions, the function fk(R1) generating and

comparing circuit 1 603 transmits back an error to the microcontroller 702 via the I/O control circuit 1 600 as an authen-

15 tication result.

On the other hand, in the case where k which allows the drive response data to be matched with fk(R1 ) is obtained,

the function fk(R1) generating and comparing circuit 1603 transmits back a normal end to the microcontroller 702 as

« an authentication result, and outputs k to the function gk(R2) generating circuit 1602 and outputs the function value

fk(R1) to the bus key generating circuit 1 604. In the case where the value of k is normally found out, the drive authen-

20 tication circuit 701 subsequently receives the random number R2 from the microcontroller 702, and inputs it to the func-

tion gk(R2) generating circuit 1602. The function gk(R2) generating circuit 1 602 calculates the function gk(R2) from the

value k previously received from the function fk(R1 ) generating circuit 1603 and the input random number R2, and out-

puts the obtained function value to the microcontroller 702 and the bus key generating circuit 1 604.

The bus key generating circuit 1604 generates a bus key based on the previously received function values fk(R1)

25 and gk(R2), and outputs the bus key to the bus decrypting circuit 1 605. On the other hand, in the case where the func-

tion value gk(R2) supplied to the microcontroller 702 is normally authenticated by the optical disk drive 509, the micro-

controller 702 switches the mode control signal, and switches the mode of the bus decrypting circuit 1605 to the disk

key reproduction mode or the title key reproduction mode, so that the bus decrypting circuit is ready to be used for

decrypting processing.

30 At this time, data (encrypted disk key or encrypted title key) input from the SCSI control circuit 900 or the system

interface circuit 700 is decrypted by the bus key previously retained in the bus decrypting circuit 1605. However, it is

only the bus code that decrypted by the bus decrypting circuit 1 605, and the encrypted disk key encrypted by the mas-

ter key and the encrypted title key encrypted by the disk key are output as encrypted they are to the descramble circuit

705. 1

35 Thereafter, when reproduction data of a scrambled file is input from the SCSI control circuit 900 or the system inter-

face circuit 700, the bus decrypting circuit 1605 is switched to the data reproduction mode by the mode control signal

from the microcontroller 702, and transfers data to the descramble circuit 705 as it is without performing decrypting

processing with the bus key.

As described above, the drive authentication circuit 701 calculates a plurality of function values from the internally

40 generated random number, and authenticates the drive by the matching of the drive response data with either one of

the plurality function values. On the contrary, by receiving the random number and calculating the internal function val-

ues to transmit back, the drive authentication circuit is authenticated by the optical disk drive 509. In this manner, the

mutual authentication processing is performed.

Furthermore, for the reproduction operation, at the time of receiving the encrypted disk key and the encrypted title

45 key, decrypting processing is performed using the bus key generated in the mutual authentication processing.

Next, the protocol of the mutual authentication processing executed in the fifth and the sixth embodiments of the

information reproducing device of the present invention will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Figure 26 is a flow chart for explaining the mutual authentication processing between the optical disk drive 509 and

the AV decoder card 507 or the SCSI control circuit incorporated AV decoder card 80]

.

so The mutual authentication processing is executed as necessary, such as at the time of reset of the apparatus and

disk replacement, and^when a file to be read is confirmed to be a scrambled file by the file managing information. Each

step of processing will be described below. Hereinafter, the AV decoder card 507 or the SCSI control circuit incorpo-

rated AV decoder card 801 are simply referred to as an AV decoder. Furthermore, hereinafter, a command on the SCSI

protocol is referred to as a device command.
55 ,

(51700) : The AV decoder generates a random number R1 based on a time variable key which is variable over time

generated using a timer or the like.

(51701) : The optical disk drive receives the random number R1 generated by the AVdecoder, by a device com-
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w "QPKin m- At this time when the optical disk drive has not stored ,a mutual authentication keyk of the

sector in the lead-in area is executed.
j

goes to step (S1 703). t

e™Occurs, the optica, diskdrive reports the error as a result of the command process,ng.

'(817041- When an error occurs during the device command "REPORT fk(R1)" processing co^and

Sce2inresu.Us an error, the procedure goes to step (81718). When the processing resuit . a normal end. the

procedure goes to step (S1 705).

(51705) The AV decoder emulates a function value fi(RD with respect to
!
(i is a positiveM^«m 1

tonOjh

mm^HZ Iwhich allows for fi(R1) -fk(R1), t!» AV dacodo. Intern* ..ta.ns fh. valu..

. ,onn<;\ in the «se where the AV decoder cannot detect the value.of i which

(51706) : In the processing step (S1705). m the case where the avo ^
allows for fi(R1) = fk(R1) • *e procedure goes to step (S1713). in tne case wnere

25 value, the procedure goes to step (S1 707).

30 detects an error, the error is reported,

step (S1 709).

2!2 (S1 705) and the random value R2 received from the optica, disk dnve ,n step (S1707).

mand processing result. I

(8171 1) : in the step (81 710). when the command processing result is anUr thepr^uregoestostep(S1713).

When the command processing result is a normal end. the procedure goes to step (S1712).

(81712) - The AV decoder generates a bus key BK using the internally retained bus key»^""^*"f.

two function values acquired in the mutual authentication processing. (Herem. the bus keys BK generated oy tne

ScaTdisk drive and tiie AV decoder in the mutualauthentication process.ng are denbcal.)

(S171 3): In the case where an error occurs during the execution of the device command, the error is reported and

25
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t

the mutual authentication processing is cancelled in this step.

By performing the mutual authentication processing in the manner as described above, key information can be
transferred after the optical disk drive confirms that the data is not to be transferred to an apparatus which performs ille-

5 gal copying. Thus, there is an effect of concealing the key information for performing descrambling. Therefore, an effect

of preventing the scramble system from being illegally decrypted can be provided.

Furthermore, since it is possible to perform decrypting of key information and descrambling of data after confirming

that the apparatus from which the AV decoder receives data does not transfer illegally copied data, an effect of prevent-

ing illegally copied data from being reproduced can be provided.

10 Furthermore, since a different bus key for every mutual authentication processing is generated, effects of prevent-

ing the key information from being illegally read and preventing the encrypting/scrambling system from being illegally

decrypted can be provided.

Furthermore, since different functions are used between in the case where the optical disk drive authenticates the

AV decoder in the mutual authentication and in the case where the AV decoder authenticates the optical disk drive, the

15 security against the act of decrypting the mutual authentication operation system for the purpose of illegally executing

the mutual authentication operation is high.

Furthermore, in the mutual authentication processing, since time variable keys generated by each of the optical

* disk drive and the AV decoder are used, different random number values are generated every time the mutual authen-

tication processing is executed, different function values are transferred, and different bus keys are generated. There-
20 fore, the security against the act of decrypting the mutual authentication operation system for the purpose of illegally

executing the mutual authentication operation is high.

Furthermore, by using the mutual authentication key recorded on the information recording medium for the mutual

authentication processing, the security against the act of decrypting the mutual authentication operation system for the

purpose of illegally executing the mutual authentication operation is high.

25 Although the fourth embodiment of the information recording medium of the present invention has been described

above as an example, the third embodiment of the information recording medium of the present invention can be proc-

essed in the same manner.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY
30

|

The information recording medium of the present invention includes a lead-in area and a data recording area.

Scrambled data recorded in the data recording area is descrambled based on the key information recorded in the lead-

in area. Thus, by recording the key information in the lead-in area, security is enhanced. This is because the drive

device of the information recording medium can directly access the lead-in area, while devices other than the drive

35 device (e.g., a personal computer) cannot directly access the lead-in area. Furthermore, by recording the key informa-

tion in the lead-in area, it is unnecessary to provide readout means dedicated to reading the key information.

Another information recording mediums of the present invention includes the lead-in area and the data recording

area. Scrambled data is descrambled based on the first key information recorded in the lead-in area and the second
key information recorded in the data recording area. Thus, since the key information for descrambling is doubled, secu-

40 rity is enhanced.

According to the information reproducing device of the present invention, the mutual authentication processing is

performed before the scrambled data is transmitted to the decoding device. By the mutual authentication processing,

two components mutually confirms that the other is normal. Thus, security is enhanced.

According to the information reproducing device of the present invention, the mutual authentication processing is

45 performed between the reading device and the decoding device. When the mutual authentication processing is nor-

mally ended, the bus key information common to the reading device and the decoding device is generated, and key
information encrypted by the bus key information is transmitted from the reading device to the decoding device. In this

manner, after the mutual authentication processing is performed, the common bus key is further used, so that it is mutu-
ally confirmed that the other is normal. Thus, security is enhanced. »

so

Claims

1 . An information recording medium comprising a lead-in area and a data recording area, wherein

key information is recorded in the lead-in area,
I „

.

55 scrambled data is recorded in the data recording area, and
the scrambled data is descrambled based on the key information.

2. An information recording medium comprising a lead-in area and a data recording area,: wherein

first key information is recorded in the lead-in area,
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second key information and scrambled data are recorded in the data recording area, and

t^cTanSeddata is descrambled based on information obtained by converting the second key .nformat.cn

based on the first key information. i

An information recording medium according to claim 2, wherein the data recording area is divided into a plurality of

^S^SSS^SS?^ sectors incLing a sector header field where information for Went.fy.ng the,sector

in the sector header field.

I0 4. An information recording medium according to claim 2. wherein the second key irtor™^^ by *"^
key information, and the information is obtained by decrypting the encrypted, second key .nformaton.

recording medium according to claim 4. wherein the first key information is encrypted by master key
An information

information.

7.

SO

8.

An information recording medium according to claim 4. wherein a plurality offirst key information is

J
ec^^|" .^f

leadt area, and the plurality of first key information are encrypted by a plurality of d.fferent master key mformafon.

An information recording medium according to claim 2. wherein a scramble flag for indicating whether or not data

recorded I the data recording area is scrambled is further recorded in the informal recordmg med.um.

An information recording medium according to claim 7. wherein the data recording area is divided into a plurality of

before™ch of the plurality of sectors including a sector header field where informat.cn for .dent.fy.ng the sector

fs ?eco%S and a main date field where the scrambled data is recorded, and the scramble flag -s recorded .n the

25 sector header field.

9 An information recording medium according to claim 7. wherein the data recording area includes an areajhere a

pluS offSes are recorded and a file management area where information for managing the plurahty of f.les .s

recorded, and the scramble flag is recorded in the file management area.

An information recording medium according to claim 2. wherein mutual authentication key information for^perfomv

fngtS^SLA between a reading device for reading the scrambled data and a decoding dev.ce delud-

ing a descramble circuit tor descrambling the scrambled data is further recorded .n the lead-.n area.

An information recording medium according to claim 2. wherein the information is an initial value for generating a

and the scrambfed data is descrambled by performing a logical operat.cn to the random

number sequence. !

12 An information recording medium according to claim 2. wherein the data recording area is divided into a plurality of

s^ctoS^ch of the plurality of sectors including a sector header field where informat.cn for .den .fymg the sector

fs r^dStnd a mSn date field where the scrambled date is recorded, and information for .dent.fy.ng use of the

information recording medium is recorded in the sector header field.

1 3. An information reproducing device comprising:

a reading circuit for reading scrambled data and key information to be used for descrambling the scrambled

data from an information recording medium; and , .^r^n^ *n the.

an authentication circuit for authenticating to transmit information correspond.ng to the key .nformation to the

deSdTng^S before transmitting the scrambled date to the decoding device including a descramble c.rcu.t

so for descrambling the scrambled data. i

i

14 An information reproducing device according to claim 13,

wherein t^ information recoiding medium includes a .ead-in area and a data recording area, and

the key information includes first key information recorded in the lead-in area and second key ,nformat,on

55 recorded in the data recording area. i

15. An information reproducing device comprising:

an authentication circuit for authenticating to receive information corresponding to key information from a read-

40

10.

35 11.

45
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ing device before receiving scrambled data from the reading device for reading the scrambled data and the key

information to be used for descrambling the scrambled data from an information recording medium; and

a descramble circuit for descrambling the scrambled data received from the reading device.

16. An information reproducing device according to claim 15,

wherein the information recording medium includes a lead-in area and a data recording area, and
the key information includes first' key information recorded in the lead-in area and second key information

recorded in the data recording area.

17. An information reproducing device according to claim 16, wherein the descramble circuit descrambles the scram-
bled data based on information obtained by converting the second key information based on the first key informa-

tion.

i

18. An information reproducing device comprising:

a reading circuit for reading scrambled data and key information to be used for descrambling the scrambled

data from an information recording medium;
j

a decoding section including a descramble circuit for descrambling the scrambled data; and
an authentication circuit for authenticating to transmit information corresponding to the key information to the

decoding section before transmitting the scrambled data to the decoding section.

19. An information reproducing device according to claim 18, wherein the information recording medium includes a
lead-in area and a data recording area, and

the key information includes first key information recorded in the lead-in area and second key information

recorded in the data recording area.

20. An information reproducing device according to claim 19, wherein the descramble circuit descrambles the scram-

bled data based on information obtained by converting the second key information based on the first key informa-

tion.

21 . An information reproducing device according to claim 1 8, wherein a scramble flag for indicating whether or not data

recorded in the data recording area is scrambled is further recorded in the information recording medium,
the information reproducing device further comprising a control circuit for controlling whether or not the

authentication circuit is to be activated depending on the scramble flag.

22. An information reproducing device according to claim 1 8, wherein authentication by the authentication circuit is per-

formed by using a predetermined function.

i

23. An information reproducing device according to any one of claims 13, 15 and 18, wherein authentication by the

authentication circuit is performed by using information changing over time.

24. An information reproducing device according to claim 19, wherein the authentication circuit generates bus key infor-

mation in the case where authentication processing is normally ended, and encrypts the first key information and
the second key information using the bus key information.

25. An information reproducing device according to claim 24, wherein the authentication circuit decrypts the encrypted

first key information and the encrypted second key information using the bus key information.

26. An information reproduction method for reproducing scrambled data using a reading device for reading scrambled

data and the key information to be used for descrambling the scrambled data from an information recording

medium and a decoding device including a descramble circuit for descrambling the scrambled data, the method
comprising the steps of:

performing mutual authentication processing between the reading device and the decoding device;

generating bus key information common to the reading device and the decoding device in the case where the

mutual authentication processing is normally ended between the reading device and the decoding device;

encrypting the key information in accordance with the bus key information; and
transmitting the encrypted key information from the reading

s
device to the decoding device.
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